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DSSG Provides
,Free
Legal Assistance

Lewin
.
'·'
D·.. ··lseusses
Baruch
Race- Issues
'~.'

".~

By EDWARD ASANTE
The Day Session Student Government has arranged for free legal advice
to students of the school who have any
legal problems but cannot afford' to
bear the cost of the high consultation.
at no cost to the school and the student.
The arrangement for the availability
of the legal service to students was
made possible by the efforts of
Jonathan Stern of Campus Affairs. and

By RAINA WILSON

the petition. In fact it was the members
of the BLFC which alerted me to the
Wertheimer memo. Before that we
must commend The Ticker's reporting
on the issue. Notably when Edward
Asante uncovered the Wertheimer

The following interview was conducted withProfessor Arthur Lewin of
Bl k S di D
t he
ac tu res epartment concerning Vice President Stephen Wertheimer's "Off-White" Paper and the
Black and Latin Faculty Caucus,

~~ ~~~i~~~~.a lower council position

The Ticker: What prompted you to memo in his excellent investigative DebraBick-Duggan, assistant direcStem said that he "came up with the
hold the Bias at Baruch Forum'?
piece. members ofthe BLFC and many tor of student activities.
idea because ( thought it could save
some money which could be allocated
others approached me about the WerthArthur Lewin: We had success with eimer memo and it was at their behest
to other services like the expansion of
the first Bias at Baruch and will have and direction that a petition was
tutorial services in the school .' The
success with the next one. I think v«: drafted. In fact' I took the petition to
lawyers will basically provide free conwill be able to stop bias at Baruch be- one small interracial faculty gathering
sultation to Baruch Collegestudents
cause we have such an open and free on the last day ~f school and that is'
at no charge but if they wish to have
Wilson Shum, vice president of the
press. The reason you can say I held ev~bodY w~o ~Igne~.
h BLFC~' . •
their cases taken any further there is DSSG.
the first Bias at Baruch Forum is be. a,n)' peo eater. Tom t e
. __
-~:01S
of course a fee for that.
. " .' _ causeI ~·tedtbe:,~~Latin·.app~~. me.later.when. they heard ~:-.- . ' ~~~ ~ - . The servicegrantsthe accessibility anceoffeeed.to sl\IdentSof this school
=t'~~4i£&!!I "
.,'
~ ~$dI'!eft_tlI""*eIL~~ htln and ~.-.,.. - ""," - -~'. --_. - -.-: ~:,I
~
~~'-·-~-~ffiat:~t~b-ance..
'. .
of .tWO. ~gaI ..~lbOne~!eVe and that "the good thing about it IS ~
their directives-and ·what we decide at- ~
~.,'
th -.:: - f h
.
~
Glen. a sole praennoaer, who.provides .that it- is not costing the DSSGany,
--:--:·-~eti"gs-;,- .~ __.__ ._._.o~_., '~-- ,,-. r:: "--l=rgtY:~~l.~~::Dt';~fn~~~';
~_. seryices regan;liog jmmigxat~Qn;. and thing'~ Matbewwept Q.!J to sal:that__. .o"~
--'
, dPeop1e-may-see me gettmg atf-the- -_.~- --.--:---;' ·~-·--.-c"-:~--·· ... -.-.
---.-_... __
-Skwe..l(RV.j(zWboseest~prac-: .~~weAadiROAey:.auocate4forlegal.ser-:'
.i.':
.
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.
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(Continued on Page A9)
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DSSG said that this is pro bono assistuO an eve
mg at say IS a
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hell
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from office. What
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like to add that the BLFC set up this
Bias at Baruch Forum for the whole
campus to let Baruch work for everybody. We recognize that Baruch is an
By TONI COLAVITO
opposite to get into the middle class
by getting your degree. But there are .
certain impediments for people vof
color upon successful graduation. One
The number of people that donated
of the biggest problems for people of'
blood at the Baruch College Blood
color at Baruch is there are very few
. Drive was less than hoped for. accordrole models. In other words there is a .'
ing to Carl Aylman. director of student.
miniscule number of black and Latin
, activities.
and other faculty -of color. You need .
.n "Our goal:' said Aylman. "was 200
."",::r
'.~
role models. You need people' like your- '.
:1 people.
self in the institution with positions of
~
The number of registered donors
By RAFAEL A. MARTINEZ
power. If the institution has a'disparity
§ was 157. 30 of whom were medically
between ethnicity of faculty and stu- .
.~ deferred meaning they were. not aldents it docs not work or go well with.
According to Sean Mason, preside!'!t members only 14 members show up.
. lowed to donate because their blood
_
the educational process.
of the Day Session Student Govern- "I: believe." she _said. .--c.t"""h.....a<.Lt--->oa..n'. .+y
may have been exposed to infections.
Another major factor for letting us .
"1 personally ~ think it's a power ment. members do not attend council member absent more than 4 consecuhave a Bias at Baruch Forum is because
thing," said Apollo Mathew, treasurer and committee meetings.
(Continued OIl Page A9)
the college for 7 years has been in the
"There is a definite lack of represenof the Day Session Student Governcourse of trying to stop the formation
ment". "Knowing J helped save some- tation by some members of the student
of a Black and Hispanic Alumni Asgovernment both as council members.
. one's life makes me feel better:'
sociation whose goal is to' assist
said
According to Debra Bick-Duggan, and committee members."
Baruch students. So because of the
assistant director of student activities, Mason.
school's. lack of faculty of color. beSean.Griffith, Council chairperson.
"More than 50 percent of the people
cause of the _legal battle to stop the
who signed up to donate didn't come ." said that 95 percent of the members
BHAA, and also because the vice presShe said that she tries to get faculty show up.at the council meetings. "My
ident of Baruch wrote a merno ~hich
IT: What is the Affirmative Action members involved every semester. to personal opmion,". said Griffith•. "is
had pejorative comments about people of the school and how do you feel serve as role models and may have a that they (absent council members) are
of color and we felt something had to about its effectiveness?
raffle next semester as an incentive to not hindering progress but they are not
be done to remove him from the instituhelping it either."
AL: The school has no affirmative give blood.'
"Absentism at committee meettion.
"People witt respond to a personal
action record. In fact 1 refer to the
IT: What are some of the problems school's affirmative action office as appeal." sayd Aylman.
ings," said Delandro Wilson. chairperyou encountered in trying to organize the negative action office because in-.
Mathew said. '·1 don't think people son ofAcademic affairs. "might bedue
staff rncn,bers to place petition'?
stead oftryingtoincrease the faculty come to get, material things such as to work commitments. communication
AL: I encountered no problem what- of color. the negative action office has cups. The people who give blood are breakdown or schoolwork."
According to council member Jacsoever in getting ~aff members to sign
satisfied knowing that they're helping
queline
Thomas. out of 20 council
Others. it didn't hurt at all."
(Continued on Page A9)
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Baruch students should be aware of a new privilege made available to them through the
hard work of the Day Session Student Government. Jonathan Stem of the pSSG's Campus
Affairs has arranged for two lawyers to advise and consult with any student in need. The
best part of the deal is that it is absolutely free, bothto the government and to students
who take advantage of it.
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editor-in-chief

Diane Leppek
managing editor

Toni Colavito
news editor

This semester, Steve Gleit will be offering counsel regarding immigration problems and
Steve Kravitz will be providing general legal service. This is a tremendous opportunity for
students who could not normally afford such consultation. This is also a great resource for
foreign students who may have concerns as to their visas, permits or rights.

Sammi Perez
features editor

Kevin M. Dames
arts editor

So far, Gleit said that no students have approached him with questions or problems, but
he seems to be eagerly awaiting chance to offer his expertise. This has been made incredibly
easy for students; Gleit said it may even be possible to discuss problems via telephone.
Baruchians are urged to make use of the chance to meet with attorneys pro bono, rather
than paying the exorbitant costs charged for legal consultation 'outside of school.
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sports editor

Maria Liu
advertising manager
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ALL IN ESSENCE

Roberta Ransaw
office manager

Martin Starkey
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Why couldn't Baruch's Blood Drive turn-out have been as impressive as the voter tum-out in
the mayoral election? Every semester, the school has a blood drive organized by the Greater
New York Health Center. Normally, we do an outstanding job, with a usual donor tum-out
of over ~OO students and faculty members. every. s~.mester. This number is. relatively smaII.
considering Baruch's population is 16,000. However, this-semester's drive was an embarassment. Only 127 Baruchians donated for an extremely needy cause. Maybe it is because we
have to give a substantial part of ourselves" not just an opinion like a .vote. Or is it more
fulfilling to see the man of our choice become mayor than to save a life or two?
.:r

..

Blood is our essence. Without it. we would cease to exist. Though the normal human
body can reproduce blood quickly when it is lost or donated, some less fortunate need help
or they will die. Not only do accident victims in plight, but hemophiliacs, Leukemia, and
AIDS victims need donated blood, their bodies cannot produce it on their own. One pint of
blood can save five people, and the white blood cells alone help the sufferers of Leukemia.
It takes fifteen minutes to give blood. Fifteen minutes of one's time can save another life.
The student activities center will be trying to motivate Baruchians to donate for the spring
semester's drive. Maybe students" have promotional ideas of their own to help the drive.
Ideas or not, ALL students have blood and donating a few drops of the precious liquid is
what's needed at Baruch to keep our school the pace-makers and pace-setters of goodwill
in the CUNY community.
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Prof. Roslyn Bernstein
consultant
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The Ticker is published bi-weekly. seven times

Quotation of the Fortnight
"There is a definite lack of representation by some members of the
student government both as council members and committee members. "
-Sean Mason, president of the
-Day Session Student Government
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a semester, by The Ticker Editorial Staff at 137
E. 22 sr.. New York. N, Y. 10010. Room 301 F.
All work except typesetting and printing is
done by Baruch undergraduate and graduate.
or CUNY BA students, All typed and signed
contributions and letters are welcomed and
should be mailed to the above address. Our
office is open during regular school hours. Any
display advertising questions should be directed to the advertising or business managers
at (212) 725-7620.
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To The Editor:
Tony Medina's letter, which appeared on the Op-Ed page ofThe Ticker
on Oct. 31, 1989, contai ns an error
offact which should be corrected. His
statement that "when Baruch was first
opened. whites were the only ones allowed to attend" is inaccurate whether
he is speaking of our college as it was
created in 1968, or during earlier years
when we were the School of Business
of City College (1919-1968). There
have always been black students at
23rd Street and since the early 19505
Hispanic students as well. Herman
Badillo, to use just one example, is a
graduate of our college. As I have indicated in Getting Down to Business,
the history of Baruch that was published last April, black men and
women graduated from Baruch every
year from 1919 to 1968 and in larger
numbers thereafter. Most of them had
attended in the evening- session where
they had maintained a chapter of the
NAACP, staffed The Reporter and led
the evening session student government.
Whatever its other faults, the municipal college system, including Baruch
-in its various incarnations. has always
been "color blind" when it came to
admitting students. If an applicant
could not meet the- pre-open admissions entry requirements for the day
session, he or she could attend in the
evening session until a satisfactory
GPA was earned.
It ismost regrettable to see our college inaccurately criticized as Mr.
. Medina has done. I hope this letter
..will repair some of jhe damage.
Sincerely,
Selma Berrol
Professor of History

St:udents
Bewa·re
To The Editor:
. Baruchians, I cannot stress emphatically enough that if you intend to
graduate from Baruch you had better
be able to proveto the Office of the
Registrar that you have successfully
completed all of your requirements.
I have very recently been through
the harrowing experience of almsot
having my application to graduate demied because of one course. I submitted
an application to graduate in July and
was informed in October that I had not
fulfiiled my history requirement. Fortunately, I had the documentation to
prove otherwise, and my application
was accepted..1 wish that I could say
that all expectant graduates are so
lucky.
The best advice that 1 can give to
anyone who ever plans to graduate, is
to keep a copy of every scrap of paper
that Baruch ever gives you. Keep
every letter, every bursar's receipt,'

every' transcript, every curricular guiworksheet, every application to
drop or add a course and every declaration ofmajor, minororminoraltemative ..Keep it all! (You should also hang
onto the Undergraduate Bulletin for
the year that you entered Baruch and
know it inside out.) So it all won't get
out of hand, take yourself to Woolworth's and pick up a Dollar-Days file
box and organize your materials. Docs this sound a little overboard?
Well, it isn't. When it comes to Baruch,
you are going to need all the back-up
documentation that you can get when
it comes time to battle your way out.
Take my word for it.
Sincerely,
Leighann S. Lord
Recent Grad

A Rubber

Hatchet?

CHRIS WARD
)

The Real National Pastime
It's the bottom of the ninth, one
out, men on second and third.
The home team's manager goes
to the mound.
"Ok, J want my first baseman,
catcher, two outfielders, oh, and
my third base coach-form a
committee, stUdy the situation
and give me an answer within
an hour--is that ok ump?"
The home plate umpire looks
up, thinks a bit and calls the second and third base umps over.'
"Both ofy-ou, the home team
manager wants an hour to decide whether or not it's ok to give
-him that much time to make a
decision regarding this present
situatio~1 want you to form a
committee, research this and
give me your answer within 90
minutes."
"Hey wait a minute," the visiting manager screams, "We need
a similar amount of time after
they make their decision to reevaluate our situation. We would
like to form a committee to study
the present situation that's
bound to arise after their committee decides what course of action they will take."

The home plate ump calls
back the two other umps. "All
right, to make things easier,
rather than fOrming anOther
committee, I'U give you another
thirty minutes to study the visiting manager's complaint as well,
and come to a resolution over
both."
The fans start getting edgy.
"What's taking them so long?"
"I don't know, I think we should
form a committee and find out."
"But who should be on the
committee?"

"I'm tired and

"Oaddy, I want to go, horne,"
his boy about six, whines.
~ohnn~ how do you know
you want to go home?"
"I'm sure of it d:addy. I'm tired
and I ate eleven hot dogs. I feel
sick and the game is taking too
long."
"When you're older son, you'll
realize that making such snap
decisions is impractical, even
dangerous.
"But daddy, I WANNA GO
HOME!"
"But you're only a kid, you
really don't know what you want,
that's why we'll form a committee
of ADULTs--Johnny-who will
decide whether or not you reaily
want to go home."
Just then Johnny pukes all
over his father.
"JOHNN"f, stop being so IM,MATURE if you really want to go
home, the committee will be able
to telL"
The committee--Mom, sister ...
Judy and brother Bill decide,
while holding their noses, tnat :
Johnny realty does want to go

To The Editor:
Doubtless you think I should be honored and even happy to be profiled in
your publication. Guess again. You
have completely skewed my reputation, and I'm not one to lie still and
be skewed!
Among .ne outrageous misconceptions promulgated by this paltry piece
"I know, we can form a subof puffery is the idea that I am kind
committee to decide who will be
to my students. Rubbish. You even
on the committee to find out why
have a photo of a student smiling and
the game stopped and- is taking
perhaps, most annoying of all, even
laughing in my class. This is com·so long."
pletely iIJpossible. For one thing, the
,.
A father oVerhearing the plans
student in question is quite obviously
says, "That sounds great.."
(Continued on Page A5)
a plant. Judging from his posture, he
may be a vegetable for life. He is not
registered in my classes, and the only
way he could have aludicrous expression like that on his face would be if
he were .grimacing in.. pain. _Ib~,_slu-... _~_......................._~
...
_
dents in the background, Who look like
they have recently expired from boredom, are clearly my students, By midterm. week they are usually showing
signs of rigor mortis. Students do not
smile or laugh in my classes-it is forbidden,
The clear implication is that someHe lay in a pile of newspapers,
The racial current that long
thought it was fun to prick
one is having fun, and this is the crux some grey, some black, but most
existed in our city is beginning
women with buttOns, Karen
of the matter insofar as my reputation unreadable since they had been
to. overflow its banks. If anyLove, the Riker's Island inmate
is concerned. My students show up for soaken-by his urine. I recall with
thing, the- campaign did bring to
who, upon escaping from Kings
classes whether they need the sleep or some clarity the sight of this
the national stage the ugliness
County Hospital proCeeded to
not. If they want to have fun. they
that permeates our neighborrape a woman. Their stories are
should do it before they reach the clas- man. A man who nonchalantly
slept:
a
sleep.that
belied
his
conhoods.
many, yet the solutions somesroom. That's what elevators and long
dition.
He
seemed
either
ignorlines 'are for at Baruch. Once I have
Our city is facing economic
times appear to be non-existent.
ant
or
uncaring
about
his
state,
them. it is all pain. I point to writer's
problems that call to mind our
Can we expect our new mayor
cramp, and 35 more who have suffered. his immediate environs, and the
mid-1970s bankrupcy days. fnto 'nsntute any real changes?
amputations from the students who re- lies waltzing arrogantly in his
quired frontal labotomies to remove blankets. Unfortunately, he is b u t ,
.
the offensive ideas I~ have put in their one member of a vast family of
SUPP9rt
heads: 5 cases of terminal narcolepsy homeless New Yorkers~__ .
' _~
_
and 5 coma victims. Do you think I
'Today we· have a new mayor.
chalked up these figures by making
I
wonder
if the sights-such as
journalism and composition fun? This
kind of devastation does not OCcur by this one I viewed at the Port
Boltfmen ran a~typiCala.=~"""""'1980-""s"--~----'d,-beed~ho~un--r city has reached a cruaccident, except in earthquakes. which Authority-=-and stories of New
political campaign. Very little on
cial point in its history and we
are a picnic compared to my courses- York will change.
.
and alot
' need another LaGuardia to diand besides. earthquakes last minutes
We New Yorkers have been
ISSues
. 0 f ·••. h e
while my courses last a little over thirty conditioned to react to such
doesn't know what he's talking
red us.
hours per semester (some students sights with little feeling. It is not
about." They've elevated. the
Today, I think it is important
claim they last more than a thousand). that we don't care, it's just that
science of.poIiticaI discourse
that we support our new mayor
(Continued on P;ge A5)
from the Wally Horton- school to
be he black or white, Republican
there are so many men such as
the type of banter we hear on
Or Democrat. We must give this
that one. And if not the homeCheers. It haS become (political
man the time he will surety need
less, there is police-brutality,
discourse) what modem techif things are ·to change. The
murdered
policemen,
child
abuse, drug abuse, drug .vionology forced it to be. a batUe of .
media-will undoubtedly be awaitpersonalities raged on the six
ing the faintest smell, of ineplence. rape and countless other
nouns we use-to describe the
o'clock news. The' pessimist in
titude or corruption. Perhaps this
dar1<er acts of our species.
me te1ls me that neitt. would
is important, but I feel-that Often
These have become the status
make a dent in the way- Our_ city
times we bury our leaders before
quo.
functionS. Taking· over after
they've had the chance to lead.
Occasionally, with the -digKoch's tweIve-year reign is like
Yes, perhaps there will be
nified" aid of the media. there
trYing to teach a 70-year-old change. Our citY requires it, we
are incidents that find a way to '
wOO's been right hallded all
deserve it and the man at the
attract our attention and make
his life hoW to wAle as a lefty.
Port Authority will not exist much
us feel. There are the stories of Yet there is lillie hope tor our city
longer without it.
Yusuf Hawkins, the central park
if '- either ~ man fails 10 incite
jogger, the young girls who
dlange.

I ate eleven hot
dogs ...

WILLIAkl SAINT WUIS
-Change?

"It is important that we

our

new mayor be he black or white . . ."

man
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Office of Career Services.
.••
School of Business and PubliC AdminIStratiOn
'")

Attention Class of 1990
Schedule of mandatory on-campus rectuitillg workshops
All workshops will be held in the Auditorium

in 17 Lexington Avenue.

OP-ED

REACHING
18 THOUSANO+
STUDENTS

Whose Rig·ht

Resume writing and interviewing
Tuesday, Novrrnber 28. 1989

6:35 pm - 8: 10 pm
Thursday. November 30, 1989

")

3:55 pm - 5:40 pm
Tuesday, December 5. 1989

3:55 pm - 5:40 pm

We are the voice

Library and job search strategies

of
BARUCH COLLEGE

Tuesday, November 28. 1989

5:30 pm - 6:30 pm
Thursday. November 3D, 1989

1:15 pm - 2:15 pm
Communications
Tuesday, November 28. 1989

3:55 pm - 5:25 pm

TC) FIND ()UT MC)RE ABOUT OUR REASONABLE AD RATES
Thursday. November 30. 1989

5:45 pm

=7:15 pm

CALL

. Thursday. December 7. 1989

12:30 pm - 2:00 pm

-

212 725-7620
-7622

For additional information come to room 1321. 360 PAS

Baruch/CUNY

<SPECIAL DISCOUNTS fOR BARUCH CLUBS,
OEPARTMENTS & ORGANIZATIONS .
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By TOM BABY
Our president is a very nice
man. Anyone who takes the time
to write out as many thank you
notes as. he does, is nothing if
not polite. Recently, President
Bush went as far as to veto a
bill passed by congress just so
he could repay a debt. The man
whome the debt was owed is
named Willie Horton.
If you remember, Willie Horton
was the man George Bush ran
against in the 1988 presidential
election. Originally, there was a
pretender on the Democratic
ticket named Michael Dukakis,
but, when George Bush mentioned Horton's name, Dukakis
turned deaf and dumb in front of
America. What seemed to be
weeks went by until Dukakis finally answered him in any way
that mattered. By then, the message was clear: you vote for
Dukakis, Willie Horton will come
and rape yourwife---and if you're
horne, he'll try to kill you.
With Dukakis out of the way,
it became a two-man race. Bush
versus Horton, and since people
don't usually vote for men in jail
already, Bush won.
To thank Willie Horton for the
use of his name and his;.il1)age
as a cold-blooded murderer and
rapist, George bush vetoed a
House bill that would've funded
abortions for poor women who
are victims of rape and ifJcest..
That means if Willie Horton escapes from jail (his furlough
chances look rather dim) and
happens to rape a poor woman,
Willie Horton gets to be a father.
He will get this chance because
his benefactor George Bush has

made it all but irnpo
for a
. ssible
,
poor victim to get funds for a safe
abortion.
George Bush wasn't alone in
. this act of kindness to rapists
and molesters everywhere. To
override his veto, the House
needed 282 'votes; 231 voted to
override, 191 chose to accept;
by fifty-one votes, victims of rape
were made victims again.
These women became victims of other people's morality
and hypocrisy. Rep. Henry Hyde
(0-11I) said, "Are we so angry at
the rapist that we would kill a
child. Vengeance. Vengeance."
Do you think if Henry Hyde's
daughter was raped by Willie
Horton (presidential candidate,
murderer, rapist), Henry Hyde
would say to his daughter,
"Honey, even though you've
been raped, you have to look at
the important thing. That monster has put a baby in you, and
you have to take care of it, love
it and feed it." If she said she
didn't want it and the thought of
anything of that monster's living
inside' of her made her sick, do
you think Henry Hyde would
make her pay for her own abortion? Would he risk the chance
his daughter might go tc? an unsafe abortion clinic?
I don't know what Henry Hyde
would do, but that's the predicament. he•.. 1.90 .7.01heL_..C.on~,
.g ressmen and·thepresfdent ·are
putting poor rape and incest victims in. A woman should have
control over her own body.
Should a woman choose to keep
a child or to abort is her decision.
In a case of rape, a woman has

.

had to give up control of her ~ one; if you're poor you have to
ing into her hands, the caption
live by what you can get from
body and her will, and submit to read: "Molested By Her Father,
the.government or what you can
the parist because he controls if
congress are doing on hypocrisy
scrape together. If it is unfair for
she lives or dies. No one can
fed morality that applies only if
men making these laws about
emerge from this unscarred.
you're poor.
women's reproduction, what's
Now 191 congressmen and the
A political cartoon in The Los
unjust and evil is that the poor
president are putting themAngeles Times probably painted
can be bullied into complying but
,selves in the rapist's position.
this situation the best. Under a
the rich. are exempt. Where's the
They decided they're going to tell
picture of a pregnant woman crymorality in that Mr. President? ~
the victim what to door have her
ing into her hands" the coption
risk her life. How much is a rape
read: "Molested By her Father,
victim supposed to take?
Raped By a Stranger, AbanThe church (if I've been told
doned by Her President." Presicorrectly) permits abortion in
dent Bush. and 191 members of
cases where the mother's life is
congress are doing on hypocisy
in danger. If a woman has a gun
and their version of morality
to her head or a knife to her
what the rapists do from sheer
throat, what does that constiStill, if George Bush and his
brutality; they take away the
tute?lf she doesn't comply she
191 cohorts have chosen to
choice to declde what happens
dies. If she had no choice in the
make poor rape victims conto your body. That's something
ceive, if they want to or not, then
conception, why should the govno one should have the -r'ight to
do.
ernment take away her rights afit's only fitting, theypay the costs
terward unless they want to bear
that come with a child. Since the
President Bush should refull responsibility for the woman
rapist is in jail (hopefulty), and
member that to be kind and genand her child afterwards?
cannot pay child support.
tle also involves compassion.
George Bush and the 191 ConIf the government refuses to
One should be compassionate
gressmen, should dig deep and
fund abortions for victims of rape
to the living as well as the unborn.
come up with the cash to pay for
and incest, the victims have a
choice: they can keep the baby
job training for the mother, day
until birth time or they can keep
care, affordable housing, clothing, food and educational costs.
trying for an abortion. Trying for
It's the only responsible thing the
an abortion without funds opens
the doors for anything to hapgovernment can do, since it has
chosen
to. bring life into the
pen, desperate people do despworld. It's the least any father
erate things; if some of them die,
(Continued from Page A3)
should do.
whose head will this rest on? If
.the baby is kept until birth and
President Bush is going to be
then given up for adoption, that
The only aspect of the profile I
a daddy many times over for the
might seem the best of all possibill he vetoed. Instead of being
enjoyed was the way it was laid out
ble worlds-unless you're a
the "education" president, he
opposite. your little Halloween joke
mother who's grown to care
could earn himself the title of the
about scaring your readers to death.
"unwanted child" president. His
Now you understand my approach to
about her child, now you've had
"1000
points
of
light"
could
turn
undergraduates. Congratulations to
something taken from you by the
out to be the windows of back
your layout people on putting "me in
rapist and you've had to give
alley
abortion
clinics
working
my
place. Thanks for the coverage.
away, part of you and you -have
Sincerely.
..to .star:Ly.our..Jife.~o.YeL.._. . .
longJnto.th.e..n.igbtJnmaybe-Wl-. ' 0 Pro1'es""SorCharles 4l1e-Hatchet"' Ri1ey
Keep in mind,·thisonfy·affects
safe condi-tions for women who···· Depaartrnent
. o fE ng.J'IS h .
can't afford to pay for safe ones..
poor women victims. This is out
"
Poor
rape and incest victims will
and out hypocrisy. The poor
P.S. Cut or edit this letter and I will
have
him
to
thank
for
denying
not
only fail Ticker staffers in my
women must abide by the rules;
courses. but will send them back to
them their rights, so he could apthe rich can afford to do otheryour offices in an inter-office enpear moral and upright while
wise. Rich people have a choice
velope.
never havingto worry about havbecause they can afford to have

':.\ woman should
have control over
her own body."
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In Defense
paper, saw the 1-0-0, and
By KIM BENSON
feverishly began to read the ac"We must be absolutely cer.companying teacher's comment
tain the times are evil and not
somethiRg-eJse, or we might find . "Perfect score, Congralulatip ns !
Blah ...Blah...Blah..."
ourselves drawing blood to
She said it then, thick and throdrown a fly, when to spit would
aty as though she might gag on
be enough."
my grade, my long hours aT
-Arnold Wesker
study, my moment.
The circumstances were sim"You B-I-"f-.C-H ..."
ple enough. We waited anxiMy mouth dropped open,
ously for the professor to hand
down to the gummed-rubber
back the exams. Statistics 2000
soles of my K-Mark "skip" sneakis reputed to .be a particularly
ers. My eyes panned the clasmenacing course even' under
sroom, door to windows, winthe best .of circumstances.
dows
to door, back and forth,
Needless to say, we were all
again and again. Had I heard her
agog in anticipation as the deadblistering affront correctly? I
. line to drop a course for undersearched for confirmation in the
graduate students had passed.
vacant eyes of my peers. EveryIt had been the previous Friday.
thing was in slow motion. Were
My paper was on top. Profesthe gaping mouths directed at
sor Chowes folded it bland side
out that way my grade would re-- her? "Why did she say that? Or
at me? Is' she going to let her
main clandestine between him
get away with saying that?" The
and me, unless I chose to disair before us was pregnant with
close my score upon my own discretion. He smiled with his hand overbal potentialities. An acrid
epithet here might have sufficed.
outstretched; I knew that I had
A caustic axiom there might
performed to par. All was right
have retorted.
with my world until I opened my

"My concern is to defend language as a means of both naming and comprehending the implications of the experience of
what is being done to one, and
what one is doing to others. "
-Arnold Wesker
I didn't tell my mother what
. happ~ened__at school that day.
Howard B.e_ach ..._Bensonhurst.
---Central Park. Yonkers. I envisioned her chastising me for
my seeming obsequiousness.
"You let a white girl call you a
bitch?" Should that translate into
the vernacular of her past pains,
"Kim, you let a white girl call you
--

.

-~-

"I didn't tell my
mother what .
happened fn school
that day."
a 'nig ... the N-word?" I seek
the meaning of the WORD and
its connotations for both Diane
and myself. No doubt, there
exists a semantical difference
forged' by her exposure to the
word and my own. After all, she
did apologize. Didn't she? "I

.

-

--- _.- _- _.- _.
....

__ .

-

.

didn't mean to offend you. Congratulations ... you did real
good." Yes, Diane, I did do well.
(Continued from Page A3)
I altowed us both the benefit of
any doubt that I may have held
that you intentionally meant to.
do me and my psyche undue,
unjust harm.
home. The entire family gets up
. Because I have reClqW~§k~~_ to 1~C!ve. .:
I tl}~JQRick af1QG_h9Q§e),!1y'~~~d~__ ._~!3_a_c~ _C>rl__ .~!1e-.!~e!d, _Cip.r:>~oxi:
THOUGHTFULLY "Words as
mately an hour into the commitDefinitions
of
Experience". tee's analysis of the situation,
helped me to confront my imthe run.ners are sitting on the
mediate inaction, that day, while
bases playing cards with the inembracing the ability to transfielders. Other players are setcend consternation, and better
ling autographs to fans in the
understand
YOU,
another
box seats and the committees
human being, classmate and felthemselves are huddled in the
low Baruchian. I have tried to
umpires' locker room watching
consider the sometimes inher"Rain Man" on video.ent, sometimes self-inflicted·
The Johnny family, meanpressures in college-life, of comwhile, is in their car on the way
petitions that may have precipihome. The radio is on. Blaring..
', tatedsuch an'outburst
1lle. big news today-Japan
"No, Ma. I didn't see a, white
bought
Rockefelleor
Center
girl." My eyes tripped upon a.
which includes that famous
scared individual, green-eyed
American showcase "The Radio
monster possessed, -tap.tap.
City Music Hall."
tapping her foot. Wh~re is my
Mom, astonished, questions
paper? And, what are the "northe report, "How can Japan buy
mative" results as pertainslathe
one of America's most famous
grade distribution? Z-score.
buildings?"
Mean. Mode. Probability for. . .
Dad replies confidently.
SUCCESS AND FAILURE.
"I don't know but I·think some."A . community of people withone shoutd form a committee
those subtle minds!"
and study it right awaY.
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Who did you vote for in .the Mayoral
Election? What was the reason for your
decision? How imporant a role did race
play in your decision?

,lilt

Question:

\

\
\

,

\
\

George Pasco
Junior

Elizabeth Batista
Freshman

"I

The person I voted for i..., David Dinkin". The rca.. . on for thi ... decision i he
. . rand.. . up for black . . and Hispanic in
white America.
The i mportant role that race played
in my decision was that Dinkin . . w ill
make blacks and Hispanics have an
open mind of their achievements
and goals in life. He will make them
strive for the best and become the be . . t.

Dink in ..... The rea.. . on whv I voted for
Dink in- I" bccau-c of the i-, . . uc-, he
<tand- for. Hi ... oppovition of drug . . and
hi" propo.. . al come down on drug dealer . . influenced me to vote for him.
Another rca on i.. . hi" -upport to incrca.. . c fund for education. A . . far as
race i . . concerned. 1 tried not to base
my deci . . ion on that hut the i . . sue . . for
which the candidate . . <rood for.

Chiuon Thornhill
Sophomore
o

Dinkins. The main reason is that·
. Dinkins represents my future beliefs
in terms of social reform and welfare
from a minority point of view. I think
that it is time we stopped hearing
rumours about New York people being
so cold and unfriendly and that if you
walk the streets you'll get mugged and

raped and so forth .
Race played an important part in-my
decision. I voted for Dinkins because
he is blacks I .think that the majority
of New York is the minority of
America. He will work for the majority
of New York. and I did not detect any
sort of racism in his campaign.

Giacomo Caligiure
Senior
I voted for Giuliani because I helicvc that there needs to be a "cleansing
of the government." Mr. Giuliani ha...
had a reputable career as the D. A. and
a.. . a lawvcr.
- As far as . bcinc rnavor
- of
New York he would have cleaned it
up. something that the last administration was too corrupt and biased to do
even with Dinkins and crew aboard.
It's a shame that the election . . for
rnavor became raciallv motivated. I
know that Dinkins extracted a . . much

-

Ronnie Alava
Freshman

_

[ voted for Rudy Giuliani because
he gr;Jduated from m~ h Ig.h -chool and
because he took the time to come hack
to m~ high . . choo! (BI .... hop Lough! in
in Brooklyn) to talk to u . . and ~i\eu...,
hi, vicw-, I azrcc with all the thine . . .
he wanted to do to help ~ew York City.
Race didn't pia: any role in m: dccision becau ...c I look pa.. . t the color of
the candidate... · . . kin and look at what
i.. . in ....ide of them.

-

Sam Kessler
Sophomore
,

Aleyoa Robatto
Senior

Henry W. Chung
Sophomore
\
Giuliani. Partisan vote. Racism had
no role in mv decision to vote for Mr.
Giuliani. I just supported his platform.

I voted for Giuliani because I like
his position on crime. Dinkins can't
even fill out the proper tax forms much
less run a city.

I voted for Giuliani because I feel
that a man who doesn'tpay his taxes,
like Dinkins, is not an honest person.
How can we have any trust in someone
like that'? As far as race is concerned,
I don't care what color or belief they
have" I just want someone who is going
to benefit the city and myself.

-

4

...

from the black voters as po........ iblc. just
a.. . Giuliani did from the white voter.....
I abo knew that Dinkin . . would win
even though it i.. . to the dismay of mo.... t
New Yorkers. A . . the CIty fall" further
and further into decline due to corruption. prejudice and more lie ..... the c itizcns will realize that the Democratic
hold on New York is bullshit. The elections of 1993 will bring about a
change. Hopefully Rudy is not so disgusted by this year's outcome.
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ATTENTION TRANSFER STUDENTS
Transfer Student Orientation
Fall 1989
Location'
'Time

Lewin
(Continued from Front Page)

,.

Topic

Date.

Study Skills II
Studying for a test
Taking Tests
Overcoming Test Anxiety

~overnber16, 1989

1:0~2:00 p.m.

360 PAS
Rm 1750

StudySkills III
Managing Time
Listening in Class
Taking Notes

~overnber30,

1:0~2:00

p.m.

360 PAS
Rm 1750

Registration for
Spring 1990

[)ecember7,1989

1:0Q-;.2:00 p.m.
5:30-6:30 p.m.

360 PAS
Rrn 1750

**Career'Services,
School of Business
and Public Administration

December 7, 1989

2:0~2:30 p. m.

360 PAS
Rm 1750

1989

provided rationalizations as to why
there are no faculty of color. They have
tried to justify the unjustifiable when
it comes to the affirmative action rccord of the school. I would like to also
point out that Chancellor Joseph Murphy is a firm champion of affirmative
action and his is strongly suggesting
that the city universities hire and retain
their faculty of color, while Baruch is '
doing just the opposite.
while Baruch is doing just the opposite.
IT: What is your position on the
BHAA and what is the school doing
about it?
AL: Our position is that the BHAA
should be allowed to function. After
all their entire purpose is to help
Baruch students directly through financial aid.. counseling and networking.
So there is no rational, logical. sensible, reason why the school should try
to destroy this organization. in fact
abort it before it's even born. That is
a wrong-headed policy, it makes no
sense. I have yet to hear anyone in
power. since we begun these open
forums. -give their positions on why
they are doing this.
The faculty here at Baruch should
assist the students to succeed in their
education and help them to learn. What
is happening however is that people
are graduating (in particular people of
color) and they are not learning because of us but in spite of us. In spite.
of the barriers we erect in their path.
such as lack ofeffective role models.
IT: Are you working with Joe Selman and if so how?

Orientation and Special Programs, Room 1747, 360 Park Avenue South, 725-4454.

Liberal Arts and Education Majors:
*Make an appointment "With the Curricular Guidance Office
of the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences or School of Education and Educational Services after you receive an official transfer credit evaluation.
**Make an appointmertt for career placement information with
the Placement Office for Arts and Science Students.
......... , .. ' -'-=-
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FElT INTERDISCIPLINARY SEMINAR
What -they are:
Team taught courses combining the expertise

of
professors from diverse disciplines. Feit Seminars
are a new approach to traditional lecture courses.
Students and faculty dissect, explore and discuss
topics from exciting course offerings.

What they do:

Who they are:

Feit courses are necessary for a minor with honors
in the humanities and fulfill advanced humanities
requirements as well. Feit scholars have the added
benefit of access to the Feit library and study room. Feit scholars have passed English 2150, have at
least junior standing with a 3.0 gpa and have met
with the program director, Myrna Chase. Professor
Chase can be reached at 725-4410.

~o.man

as SubjectIWoman as Object: The Female
Nude in Western Civilization

A radical exploration of the portrayal of the female nude in western art.

Explorations in Cultural
Gender

St~dies: Race,

Class, and

A study of some important works of world literature, the arts, and social
thought in terms of issues of race, class and gender.
.
.

Other Spring Interdisciplinary Courses:
Up From Poverty: The Needy and the Benevo
lent in 19th Century America and England.
Endowed by the Carnegie Fund, this course covers the attempts of Britain
and America to alleviate poverty through voluntarism, charity' and
philanthrop~

Attend.ance

..

~

Legal

:..~.

Attention: Accounting Majors
Representative ·from the Office of the New York
State Comptroller will visit Baruch College on Thursday, November 16, 1989, from 12:00 p.m. to _2:00
p.m., to talk to you about auditing and accounting
career opportunities with their organization.
If you' are a talented, motivated
individual Who
,
is looking for a challenging professional position in
the auditing or accounting field, please plan to attend.
.

What's going on: Spring 1990 Feit Course Offerings:
The Many-races of the AIDS Epidemic
This seminar delves into the scientific and social impact of AIDS on all
continents and the responses of governments and communities to this 20th
century plague.

AL: Joe Selman is one of the most
to Stem, about a week and a half ago
dedicated people I have ever met here
and therefore "not many students have
at Baruch. You may not notice but Joe
had a chance to take advantage of it'
Selman has been leading this fight
since the DSSG is now in the process.
along with Ely Oro and a number of
of advertising the availability for this
other students. He hac; had to pay a lot
service."
of sacrifice tribulation' and many
Feedback, according' to vice-presipeople do not realize that after Selman
dent Wilson' Shum has been quite
graduated he spent 3 years here at
good. "One student said that he w~
Baruch laking courses just so that he
very pleased with the lawyer and felt
can remain on campus and be an or- n<·,);·.·.. {\{
~ very comfortable to discuss his legal'
ganizer for the BHAA which has long ",) ")'\"'?'2
~ problem,". said Wilson. "So far we
since been his dream.
~:.< have on.ly .had one complaint of someIT: Any final comments?
'0 one claiming that the lawyer wanted'
AL: Well, finally. I would like to
; to charge him for the service he desay' change is always painful, but
~ sired. We are however still looking into
change is always inevitable and we
. ~ this claim."
here at Baruch are in an exciting time.
Wilson went oil to stress the fact
We arc in a time of change. This institu-:
that the.. service only guarantees legal
tion is now finding a new purpose.
. consultation and if' one's problems
Everybody here in the faculty no
"takes research time and takes more
matter what other titles or positions
.time than necessary then I suppose
we hold are all teachers. Our primary
they can charge."
.
goal is the transition of knowledge. We Sean Griffith, DSSG chairperson.
Stem cautions that students should
transmit knowledge not to the students meetings has only called once.
take care not to take problems more
we like, not to the students that look
"The person has been spoken to and suitable for a psychologist to the'
like us but to the students that come has to decide if they will stay on the lawyers since it is not within the scope
to us and who pay our sal·ary.
councilor resign:' stated Griffith.
of their services and since students
The council members are split might do better seeking help in a more
among the 5 committees which are the suitable atmosphere other than the
Finance committee, the Campus Af- lawyer's office.
Steve Glen, the attorney responsible
fairs committee, the Appeals commit. tee, Club Chartering committee and, for the immigration problems said.tbar
(Continued from Front Page)
the Academic Affairs committee.
no student from Baruch has seen him
The Finance committee is disbanded so far but he is "looking forward to
after the club budgets are decided serving the student population:' He
upon. The council members' usually added that he is expecting mainly
.
,serve on 2 committees.
. '.,
. foreign students who may want to intive times should be removed unless
quire about changing their student
there is a valid excuse."
visas so they can remain in the U.S.
Griffith said that the DSSG constituHe said that he might be able to give
tion does not seem to have a clause
consultations over the phone but
concerning the removal of members
strongly advises students who intend
because of absences.
(Continued from Front Page)
to patronize his services to make an
Griffith adde~ that mem~rs a~ supappointment to see him.
posed to cal.1pnor to meetmgs If they
Steve Kravitz, the general practice
can riot attend and usually do. Some.
attorney, could not be reached for comthough, call after the meeting.
able to offset the cost of tutoring ser- ments.
According to Griffith one person vices· in the school."
who has been absent for 3 consecutive
The service was started, according

r;

HAVE YOU GOT A ONE TRACK MIND?
.For. the .true cotlege experience
widen your horizons with a ...
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I FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR I
II

II

STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR
.

GE

Every Student is EHgibie ~ Some 1YPe of
financial Aid Regardless of G..... or Pantntallncome.

I
I · We have a data bank' of aver 200,000 Ilsttngs of schOlarships, fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in priv8te aector
I funding.
I · Many scholarships are given to students baed on their academic Internts.
plans, family herit.g8 anc:tplaee of resMtence.
I · career
There's money IIVIIllabie for students who h8ve been newspaper carriera,
I grocery clertc:a. cheerleaders. non-smokers ... etc.
I
R:::GUARANTEEDo For A Free Brochure
..
~NYTIME
(800) 346-6401

i
I

.-u

L___________________ -

ATTENTION JUNIORS AND SENIORS
IF YOU HAVE A CUMULATIVE G.P.A. OF 3.25· AND HAVE
COMPLETED A MINIMUM OF 30 CREDITS AT BARUCH.
YOU ARE INVITED TO JOIN

II

II
I
I
I
I
I
I

II
.JI

~ Honor Socrety
....

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE DEAN OF
STUDENTS OFFICE, 725-3347, ROOM 1702, 360 P.A.s.

..........
. '·:4 '
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doctoral student support for the recruit'. ment and retention of minority students, and a faculty mentor program
for the advancement of minority faculty who do not hold a doctorate.
CUNY has begun a complete re'structuring of teacher education curricula which will strengthen liberal arts
requirements and expand clinical experiences for future teachers. CUNY
has also worked closely with the Board
of Education to establish a pilot postbaccalaureate program for temporary
per diem teachers-teachers who hold
the baccalaureate degree in a liberal
The City University of New York arts discipline, but who have not ,
will ask the state for a 7. 7 percent in- earned credits for courses in education
crease in its senior college operating or engaged in the required supervised
budget for 199<);-91. The university's practice teach ing. .
Board of Trustees approved the reCUNY's hundreds of collaborative
quest. which will be sent to Governor programs with the Board of Education
Mario M: Cuomo, at its monthly meet- include the award winning middle coling on October 23.
lege high schools, College Now. and
"This budget request reflects The enrichment programs for high school
City University of New York's continu- students on college campuses. .
mission-providing excellent·
ing
The budget request prop~ses a colacademic programs. assuring access to laborative program in science and math
higher education at the lowest possible education for the public schools. areas
cost, and promoting pluralism an~ di- which are considered critical to student
versity throughout the university," said success in college and beyond. espechancellor Joseph S. Murphy.
cially if more minority students are to
At a time when the university's en- succeed in achieving doctoral degrees.
rollment, at 194.000 is at its hightest
In addition to university wide items.
point since 1977 and expected to con- individual college requests include
tinue to rise. the budget request reflects funds for staffing and maintenance of
priorities emphasized in its recently new buildings. resources necessary to
published Five-Year Plan.
meet program accreditation standards.
These initiatives include "The Year conversion of part-time staff to full
of the Freshman"-an expression of time status, and campus management
freshman services to ensure student improvement programs.
success: programs to . strengthen
pluralism and diversity: the fourth year
of the state-supported graduate education and research initiative: teacher
education; collaborative programs
with the Board of Education: security
and safety: and management initiatives
.. for improvingthe effectiveness of providing instructional and administrative
A representative from the University
services. including an early retirement
of Minnesota will be on campus on
incentive plan. Returning Mcdgar
Thursday. nov. 16. 1989 from 1:00 Evers College to senior college status
2:00 p.m. in the Globus Lounge,
continues to be among the university's
Room 1704: 360 Park Ave. So .. to
budget priorities.
.
discuss the McArthur Fellowship ProThe university's operating budget regram offered for graduate and profesquest totals.5J.2 billion. an 8 percent
sional studies at the University of Minincrease above the current base of S1.1
nesota. Minority students who are
billion. The request for the senior coljuniors and seniors who might have an
leges. which are budgeted by the
interest in a degree program that apstate. is 5891.7 million. 7.7 percent
proaches international studies from an
above the current appropriation.
international
and . cross-cultural
The request for the community colpcrspccitvc and emphasizes study and
leges. which receive funding both
research on issues of peace. social
from New York City and the state. to- change. security. and international cotals $304 million. an increase of S24.5 operation with particular emphasis on
mi II ion. X. g percent above the current comtemporary developing societies
funding level.
should consider attending this session.
The freshman year is the most vulnerable time for many students. especially for students who graduate from
high school with skills deficiencies.
work and family demands. and
economic disadvantage.
'<The Year of the Freshman" goal is to
provide classroom experiences and
support structures· to facilitate students' transition into college-level
study and to improve retention and
progress for all students. These initiatives range from reducing- class size
and providing targeted counseling and
A chapter of the Golden Key Naadvisement. to building on the university's successful prefreshman summer tional Honor Society has been charprograms and other basic skills and tered at Baruch College. Students who
Engl ish as a second language pro- arc juniors or seniors with a minimum
grams, recognizing the needs of spec- of a 3.25 grade point average (with at
ial populations such as the disabled. least 30 credits completed at Baruch
and increasing the availability of child College) are eligible for election.
For additional information includcare.
ing
membership costs. contact the OfThe pluralism and diversity proposals include programs to expand the fice of the Dean of Students. 360 Park
pool of undergraduate minority stu- Ave. So .. Room 1702(212-725-3347).
dents willing to pursue doctoral de- Applications will be accepted through
grees and college teaching careers: November 25th.

T.

CUNY Requests
Increase in Budget

)
•

Courtesy
Day Session Student Government

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY
Steve Gleit
401 Broadway Suite 601
Mon-Fri 4-5 p.m.lSat2-3 p.m.
Tel (212) 966-6704

GENERAL PRACTICE ATTORNEY
Steve Krawitz
275 Madison Ave. Suite 2010
Mon., Tue., Thur. 5-6 p.m.
Tel (212) 682-0707

Call For Appointment!

.

.McArthur
Fellowship

Golden Key
National Honor
.Society

Harry S. Truman
Scholarship
Foundation
Baruch sophomores interested in a
career in government service at the federal, state, or local level arc invited to
apply for a 1990 Harry S. Truman
Scholarship.
Established by Congress in 1975,
the Harry S. Truman Scholarship
Foundation operates an ongoing educational scholarship program designed to
provide opportunities for outstanding
students in the United States with potential leadership ability to prepare for
careers in government service:
In April 1990, the foundation will
award 92 scholarships nationally. The
deadline for all 1990 applications is
Dec. I, 1989.
Baruch can nominate three students
for the 1990 competition. The scholarship award covers eligible expenses up
to 57.000 per year for the junior year,
the senior year and tw? years of graduate
study.
_
To be eligible. a student must be a
full-time sophomore working toward
or planning to pursue a baccalaureate
degree. have a B average or equivalent. stand in the upper fourth of the
class and be a United States citizen
or United States national heading toward a career in' government.
Interested students should submit a
letter of application. a statement of
career plans, a list of past public service activities or other leadership positions. a current transcript and a 600word essay discussing a public policy
issue- or" their choice to n-. Carl
Kirschner. Truman Scholarship Faculty
.. Representative.. Room 1702.~ 360 Park .
Ave. So.. by Nov. 17. 1989. .

of work completed prior to entering
the program, and the opportunity to
follow a special course of study in conjunction with faculty of one's own
choosing. Single or double "majors"
can be declared, combining courses
from several related disciplines if desired. Students are, encouraged to include graduate courses in their programs.
The CUNY BAIBS offers a number
of options to its students that set it
apart. from other programs. Students
may apply for credits on the basis of
past practical experience, and are eligible to earn a generous number of credits through internships and independent study.
Students in the CUNY BAIBS tend
to excel. Roughly one half earn
academic honors or awards. and most
of those who apply to graduate school
are accepted at institutions of their
Professor Valerie Capers. jazz _ choice. Many of our students work full
pianist and Chair of the Music and Art or part time while they complete their
Department at Bronx Community Col- studies. In short, CUNY Baccalaureate
lege. wiII present a lecture/perfor- students are. by and large, mature and
mance at the fifth program in the Chan- focussed individuals. many of whom
cellors Library Colloquia series on are returning to college after some
Thursday. Dec. 7, 1989 from 3 p. m. years in the work force.
Any student who has completed at
to 5 p.m. in the Gould Memorial Libra~!3ronx Community College. least 15 credits. and has maintained a
West ~ 1 Street and University Av- minimum index of 2.5 is eligible to
enue , Bronx. NY 10453. Professor apply. Applications and information
Capers' topic will be "The Jazz Per- .can be obtained from the CUNY Bacformer in the Humanities:"
calaureate Program Office at 25 W.
Capers received her early education 43rd S1.: Suite 300. tel: (212) 642at the New York Institute for the Edu.
. d ano,
d to d ate she is 2905.
0 f th e blin
_
cation

will collaborate with the Choir in this
important project. Soloists will include
Jane Adler, soprano: Johnson Flucker.
countertenor: Mark Bleeke, tenor and
Nathaniel Watson, bass.
The Saint Thomas Choir consists of
thirteen men, all professional singers,
and approximatelyeighteen boys. All
the boys attend the Saint Thomas Choir
School, 202 W. 58th sr.. which is the
only remaining residentialchoir Sffiool
for boys in the United States.

Colloquia Series
Features
Valerie Capers

the only.sightless person to receive her
complete education (B.S. and M.S. degrees) at the Juilliard School of Music .
Capers' professional career includes
performances for Kool Jazz Festivals.
television and radio broadcasts. and
concerts throughout the country. She
has performed with Dizzy Gillespie,
Chick Corea. Hubert Laws. Ray
Brown.' ·Paquite·D~Rivera.. .' Ella
Fitzgerald. George Sharing. Marian
Mcf'artlent , Frank Foster. Mongo Santamaria and many other top names in
jazz music. She was named a "Woman
of the Year for Music" for 1987 bv
Essence Magazine,
On Tuesday. Dec. 12 and Thursday.
Capers' presentation will be folDec. 14. the Saint Thomas Choir of
lowed by a reception in the rotunda of
Men and Boyswill sing Handel's Mesthe landmark Gould Library.
siah as it was first performed more
The Chancellor's Library Colloquia
than two centuries ago.
Series is sponsored by the City UniverThe concert will begin at 7:30 p.m.
sity of New York Office of Academic
at Saint Thomas Church. Fifth Avenue
Affairs in conjunction with the Council
at 53rd Street. Ticket donations are S50
of Chief Librarians and the Library Asand S20 for reserved scats and S 10 for
sociation of Cl,INY. The colloquia arc
senior citizens and students. TIckets
held twice a year on various CUNY
will be available at the parish house
campuses and feature prominent membeginning Dec. 3 and at the door on
bers of the City University faculty.
the nights of the performances. For
The entire university community is
tickets by mail and further infonnainvited to attend.
tion. please telephone 212-757-7013.
An advertiesment appearing in Dublin in the Spring of 1742 announced
that "on Monday the l Zth of April . . .
will. be perfomed . . . Mr. Handel's
new Grand Oratorio. called the Messiah. in which the' gentlemen of the
Choirs of both Cathedrals will assist."
According to Gerre Hancock. organist
and master of the choristers at Saint
The City University of New York
Thomas. the mention of cathedral Baccalaureate Program 'is surely the
choirs indicated that a choir of men sleeper of CUNY. Almost unknown
and boys sang in that first perfor- among CUNY students. this highly
mance.
flexible bachelor's degree program has
"Messiah" was composed at a time quietly produced more than 3.000
when that unique and beautiful instru- gruduates.
ment. the boy soprano voice. was the
Among its many advantages. the
standard in' choral music." Hancock program offers a degree of individual
says. "To hear Handel's work per- attention to its students that is found
formed with the choral and instrumen- at few other institutions.· The
tal forces he specified, in the aural. Academic Office at the CUNY
visual and spiritual setting which in- Gradu-ate Center works closely with
spired him. is a great cultural opportu- its students in helping to design their
nity for New York. It is not available program and monitoring their progress
elsewhere in town at any price:'
toward their degree. Other pluses inThe Concert Royal of New York City clude: acceptance of up to 90 credits

Messiah

CUNY

Baccalaureate
Program

Jewish
Heritage
Book Festival
Genealogists will offer a new service at the-fourth annual Jewish Heritage Book Fe~ivaI. N6v_ 19-20. Estelle
M. Guzik. Miriam Weiner and Ira
Wolfman will show fairgoers how to
trace their roots at a "Meet-the-Maven"
area. and' a firsttime exhibitor. the
Jewish Genealogical Society. will sell
appropriate books at its booth. The
event takes place at the Seventh Regiment Armory. Park Avenue and 67th
Street. from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Sunday. and from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Over
100 publishers.
Monday.
bookstores. academic presses. antiquarian booksellers and cultural institutions will display and sell works in
English. Hebrew and Yiddish by
Jewish authors and on Jewish topics.
The fair is sponsored by the Associated
YM-YWHAs of Greater New York.
Arthur Miller.' Abba Eban. Judith
Viorst, Lois Wyse. Sally Jesse
Raphael. Harold Jushner and Frederic
Morton are among the prominent authors participating in the two day
schedule of author talks. Programs include a slide show by David Cohen on
a day in the life of Jewish America:
Scott Berg and Neal Gabler on Hollywoods monsters and menschen: and
Diana Bleuer. HerbertTarr and Daphne
Merkin in a salute to Jewish women
in fact and fiction. Others will deal
with Jewish athletes. aspects of the immigrant experience and the Holocaust's lessons for the 21st century.
Among the festival's other attractions are archival displays from The'
New York Post and the Edridge Street
Project; a preview of Yeshiva University's spring 1990 exhibit. "Sephardic
Journey. 1492-1992": and a demonstration by David Dorfman of the art of
illuminating ketubot (Jewish marriage
contracts).
.
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Model 25
8525-001

Model 30 286
8530 E21

Model50Z
8550·031

. Model 555X
8555·061

Model 70388
8570·E61

o40Kb

1Mb

1Mb

1Mb

2Mb

8086 (8 MHz)

80286 (10 MHz)

80286 (10 MHz)

80386SX'" (16 MHz)

80386'" (16.MHl)

3.5-inch diskette drive

720Kb

144Mb

144Mb

144Mb

1.44Mb

Fixed disk drive

20Mb

20Mb

30 f,,1 b

60Mb

60Mb

Memory

Processor

Micro Channelarchitecture

Yes

Yes
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8513 Color

8513 Color

8513 Color

Mouse

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

$1,499

Price

$2,299

D0540
Wlndows/286
Word 5 0··
Excel··
hOC Windows
Express
hOC Wlr'ldows
Manager
hOC W,ndows
Color

00540
MIcrosoft
Wlndows/386
Word 5 0··
Excel··
hOC Windows
Express
hOC WIndows
Manager.,
hOC Windows
Color

00540
MIcrosoft
Wlndows/386
Word 50··
Excel··
hOC Windows
Express
hOC Windows
Manager
hOC WIndows
Color

$2,799

.$3,499

$4,699
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.
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8513 Color

00540
Microsoft
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Word 50··
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awards Hispanic students
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By DEBORAH,RICHMAN

The Wall Street Chapter., an affiliate' scholarships, the Chapter also proof Image, Inc .• awarded three Baruch vide'S networking resources for Hisstudents with $1,000. scholarships for panic American professionals.
Hispanic Americans.
. Anne-Marie. Martinez, Jose Veliz,
Edwin Gomez and two students from "Too many religious
other colleges received-she awards on
the basis of their academic grades and Hispanics believe in the
writing abilities. Since Image, Inc., a
you're bom
nationwide non-profit organization,
you
promotes the upward mobility of His- into-a certain
By DIANE LEPPEK
panic.Americans w1tbintheco~te
. '.
.
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A seminar on interpreting dreams and
sleeping patterns
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How"re you going to do it?
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R.m. 343, 1'55 E. 24th St.
Alyssa Domershick at (212) 725-3264
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rh,S oHer IS IImlred to qualified students. faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530·E21, 8550·031, 8555·06t or 8570-E61 through FebrJary 15,1990 The
preconflgured IBM PS/2 Model 8525001 IS a\l(illable through December 31, 1989 only Prices Quot~d do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges.
Check with your Institution regarding these charges. Orders are subject to avaIlabIlity. Prices are subJect to change and IBM may wIthdraw the promotion at any
time wIthout written nottce.
··M,crosoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions.
':!'IBM. Personal Systemj2 and PS/2 are reg"5tered trademarks of International Business Machines Co.poration. PRODIGY is a registered servICe mark and trademark
of ProdIgy Services Company. a partnership of IBM and Sears Microsoft IS a registered trademark of Microsoft CorporatIon.
,
"'Proprlnter a~d Micro Ch5nnel are trademark!: of Intrrnah0nal BUSIness Machin~s Corpor~tion. hOC WIndows Express, hOC Windows Manager and hOC Windows
Color are trademarks of hOC Compute, Corporalton. 80386SX and 80386 are trademarks of Intel Corrora~i(n. ®laM Corp. 1389.
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Baruch's own Assistant Professor in attached to the surface of a sleeping in the brain stem or the old brain. Many fro ,p ess..on~ I I~~anl~ spe e~ 1 .~ou re . ~ I~:O~a c:~lIn t f S you
psychology Mindy Ingles-Freidman, person's scalp and face, we discover physiological changes are taking ~ ~~panles l~ :~g. ero~n ~ ,~r;::n I.~ 1)C ~r .'~
0 your
I e~~. ~e ~ e.: ~ sa~' fe, rt . ~' ~~ n~~
during her seminar onDrearn and that the brain is active throughout the place, but a person does not have body f H' l~. ~pre .
Sleep, Thursday November 2, at 23rd
temperature changes. In other words, o. rspamc meA~an e ers ip. nave
n p
0 rea I y metr ~
·'1'
dre
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.
'f' .
Id' h
d
h'
hiS essay., Gomez discussed the same country, maybe part of the reahty
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I 'd d·
am
I It IS a co mg t an you are s Iverb· t h e ."
Street, IS a UCI ream. t IS a
that we have some awareness of what ,.,~,.,.,.,,.,,.,.,..,.,,., ing when faJling into REM, period, su ~ec .
reo
we ,are dreaming about."
you stop shivering because the pain of
Actually dreams are a physiological
being cold will arouse you;" Also,
b' l h
there is no muscle tone which enables
event that are interpreiedby the frontal
are sym 0
a person to physic~lly act out their
lobe of the brain. The random firing .
of elec~c energy from the cortex can. be interpreted into dreams.
Another curious change that hap- .. ,.. ,... <., ,..
stimulates different parts of the brain,
such as the eyes and ears. ··Most researpens in REM is that the blood pressure
;...."...,.,...,
chers say it is an accumulation of these
rises, in~ddition to the breathing rate.
....... stimulizations that the frontal·lobe tries
In males and females, the genital 0[to make some sense of," states Dr.
gansbecomeengorgedwithblood.and
Freidman, ·'most dreams are not par'. males have erections.
REM slcep is critical to human func~
ticularly meaningful, but the ones we night. producing electric charges that
remember are meaningful to us be- form regular wavelike patterns.
tions because without it a person. has
cause they are similar to something
When people lie down to sleep, trouble assembling daily tasks. For
thatgoes on with our daily lives, such "~heir brain is emitting electrical example, when college students cram
as being related to anxiety or problems _energy called Alpha waves" said Freid- all night for exams, they arc exhausted
we ave.
transitIon-betwccn wake the next day, their eyes 'burn and they .
When interpreting dreams, most fullness and sleeping." This is called have trouble concentrating. As a result,
people associate Sigmund Freud as the stage 1 slccp.lmagc.C\ can appear in they are incapable to function to the
<"0,,,..,·.
great dream analyzer, but dream in- this stage, bUt they arc similar to still best of thcirability.
terpretation goes back further in time picture. However, true drCaming is not
One interesting aspect of the Dream Anne M~:~'8 Barudt
reC.i}iienitifaSl~ooO
to the ancient Greeks and Romans. taking place.
and Slccp seminar was the large turn scholarship.
•'They thought tbatdream activity was
As apCFSon moves into stage 2, ·'two out of students. Most of them w e r e .
mean!ngfur., but not ~eauseit ~~ impo~twav~a~happci~ing.Thcycuriousabout
sleep and .wanted to.
TheWaUStreetChapterprovides8S:sistance to prospective entrepreneurs
meamngful as .uncOOSClOOs ~nal,.arc caned sleeP spindles whICh arc fa.~tknow· how they could sleep bener.-. .
?ut tha~ i! was predictive to the people and high waves. ~yh~n~tunUly . ~!lathan~clchman had always
pil
sel l1 lookfior in ·theirpmfessional development as
10 ancient Rome. Romans respected as you ~ccp." -said ·Freldman. Most . 10terested 1n sleep. -I have a problem
• r'" '. 'J
Hispanic' Ameri~s. To further 6g.oodbedJ'eamethe.fSdreams(pe<>pte wh.~' .CtXJkl.. re-.···coilege.-stud~nls.:s.lccp.··timc is in.thi.·s .Of~'~~b ~roW.ds'·ffiyand thoJ.ugttt .it ~as.'.
:t.he
_.. . ;,,·.D
pand on this concept. Veliz. a recent
lIle,nr . 1 1 ' . ) as. ~mg'spcc .. ~e. .
ca~ y a 1 erent s ccp paltern* ' . ,
.
.L~ ~l
tranSfer ..StUdellt~froti'l' 'LaGuaRfia;'''de~ .
ial" said Freidman. They. were the
According to' Freidman, as-a person said Brachman. -Her lCcture.wa~ in!,~,.se
sCribed~nttepreneursbip3ndtheArileT~thsayers of their time .. - .
~.fts into stage ~ an(j ~' ·:~e JX?rson teresting ~ -I thiak.it will help ..me EngliSh because
1can.dre8rn in his ·winning essay."}
Of course, then there IS Freud. he IS In a deep slcq>. At~s pomt. If we sleep bener.
.'
..
_ . ' J ; : .. . .. •. . '
.'.
. '.wrote· about the ~ -aud'-patterDs
used dreams
a guide to the uncon- were to wake them up and ask them
Trevcr Hohinani· was also vcryin~ are pursuIng. bUSiness
Hispanics in the bUsi~scom~
scious and unfulfilled wishes that if they were slccping, they would say terested inthc Iccture. He wanted to find careers " m u n i t y , , · · he said. . .
.. -'-- #
. -.'
come out in a dream. He used sym- ·yes I was asleep." These stages arc .out why his friend was sucb a deep
• .
The Hispanic American st~rit
. holism. Analytically a symbol in a also very hard to wake up from.'" In sleeper. uHe never wakes ~ only i f . .
.
scholarships are generally funded
dream has a meaning that OUT con- stages 3 and 4. the brain wave patterns the phone rings. You could nudge him • • • • • • • • • • • • under the auspices. o( tlu! Wan Street
scious deems inappropriate, and these also tend to slow down, and give an or the alann goes off., but he is only . The membership of the Wall StrcetChapter. ~is year corporate' organiza;.
. wishes, 'dark desires, seep out iJ:l our appearance of high peaks and valleys OQnditJonco to- thc-p1lonc.1 wish I Chapter is predpminantJy comprised of .tionsincluding American Express' and
dreams." The images we see in our on the wavepattcrn which is referred.. could be. 'like that but· I'm aUght HisPCit,lic:' Americans emPloyed wittrin- C-itibank ah&cootributed tothemooet- .
sleeper."
the corpofate sector. In addition to ary scholarships.
.
dreams ~ ~ymbols that can be inter- to as slOw wave sleep.
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Z. was on her way home the other
day on a crowded F train. When she
got on, she spotted a very good-looking. well-dressed man who kept staring at someone near her all the way
from the 23rd Street Station to the
Union Turnpike stop.
.
After awhile. Z. forgot all about
how good looking the man wa~ ..and
decided instead to satisfy her curiosity
by concentrating on who' or what he
E. had been waiting for Friday (pay- was staring so intensely at.
After a couple of stops. the train
day) for the longest .. He already had
finally
reached Union Turnpike and
made a list of thethings that he had
". to buy once he was paid. (shopping stopped for a while because of mechanical problems. The man. followed by
and saving were among his priorities).
On- Saturday. E. went to the mall a crowd of women got out .and stood
and bought five shirts and two packs by the stairs. still staring profoundly.
of tube socks. But on his way out of but this time up the skirts of all the
the store. he overheard a conversation women going up the stairs. It seems
. between an impoverished boy and his' that this corporate looking dude had a
.mother. The boy was crying because very sick hobby. What a disappointhis mother couldn't afford to ·buy him ment!
the white shirt that he needed in order
to have a school choir uniform. She
kept telling him to use his blue shirt
until she had enough money to either
make him or buy him awhite shirt.
E .• not knowing how to approach
the lady and her son. went back into
the store and bought two white shirts.
He gave them to one of the sales boys.
and asked him to go outside and give
it to the lady and her son.
After he saw that they received it.
E. went home, He felt content and
proud of himself.
S.. M. and T. were goi ng home on
an eastbound F train when a not-sohomeless-looking bum entered the
train and began asking. or should I say
begging, for money. He started off
with a very cordial greeting then proceeded to say that he needed money
to go to California so he could appear
on Star Search and win a lotta cash
and prizes.
Now there was no way this guy was
going anywhere except back on forth
on this F train. but he was funny and
made himself sound believeable because he was actually getting responses from the 'usually non-exuber-

ant subway crowd. The funny bum lying on the ground-not moving. A
went on to· say that when
gets to lady, who had been there when S. ar-.
California he's going to have lunch rived. looked at him and said: "Did
with Eddie Murphy. Bill Cosby. Arse- you call the police?"
nio Hall. Richard Pryor and the entire
cast of Eddie's new movie "Harlem
He looked behind, - figuring she
Nights." He explained his appearance could not possibly be addressing him.
by saying he was practicing his Star and saw no one there. "No:' he-said,
Search routine. He's going to be in the moving closer to the man. He was not
comedy. music. dance and modeling a bum. S. decided. he was pretty. well
category all at the same time and swore dressed. and had on nice shoes. "Is he
up and down he was a better singer dead?" the same woman asked him.
than Michael Jackson. Well he popped He shrugged and gently moved the
a pin in that balloon when he began man with his foot. "Yup! He's dead."
singing "Dirty Diana." M. and T. gave
At that moment. and F train pulled
the funny bum one dollar and wished
him well on his journey to L.A. and in. All the people in the crowd quickly
Star Search.
..
. - _got on their train, and S. was left standSomehow. I thl~k this bum doesn t ing all alone on the platform with the
n~ed an~ luck. ~e s !unny already and dead man. He noticed that as people.
With a httle. monvanon he could actu- got off the F train. they just stepped
ally find himself on Star Search. lover the man. as' if he wasn't there.
mean. look at Louie Anderson.
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S. did not know what to do. Just as
he had decided to go for help. his train
pulled in. Knowing that L. was growing angry. he jumped on the train.
H~ 70fI ewr bt¥If,.",.1II!!tI
by II ~ of ~ • d.rdict Of'
tI_irtJo? HflW strtDige ltIings eYe"
ltappened to you lit home Of' 01f tM

SIIbwtl)1? Hwe you witn5W!d tiny
amusing incidents Of' overhetird II
funny conversation? Is ther«
tlIIything in tlte frYe boroughs you
.t hink is 1I1fIfI%ing, bizarre or just
typical of New Y-ork?
If the a1'lSWf!r to any of t~
S, was on his way into Manhattan qwstions is yes. then you too 1Itlve II
from Queens to meet his girlfriend. L. T* of New York to tell, and you
for a movie. He had arrived home from
can -have your
published. All
work late and L. was anxiously waiting. you have todo is write (fegmiy) or
for him at her job..
type (preferably) out your story and
As S. arrived at the platform at the submit it to The Ticker (c/o Tales
Roosevelt Avenue station. and waited of New Yon), "Room 301F, Student
for the E train., he noticed a large Center. All the IUUIIeS wiU.~ ch(znggroup of people in a circle. Being very ed to inititzls to protect the innocurious by nature. he immediately cent. unless you rwpiest otherwise.,

T*

walked into the group to discover what
had happened. A nriddfe-aged man-was

................"'-i......_
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By DAVID GUILES
A standing-room-only crowd turned was "commodification." Others on the
One person not taken in was Hilton
out to hear luminaries from the art panel. including the firmer com- Kramer. who has traditionally vilified
world talk about "Cashing In" on rising modities broker and the Citicorp dele- the likes of Koons. His wit was in good
prices for paintings and sculpture at a gation, used the word "cornrnodifica- form during the early part of the evenpanel discussion held on Oct. 26 in tion" and there was even a reference ing. Annoyed at the "free-falling
1lP
By BORIS LEACH
the 12th floor auditorium at 17 to "comrnoditification" somewhere in democratic chaos" which undermines
Exercise for fitness has won a major Lexington Ave. The two big names th~. proceedings. which could not be the good old-fashioned values of ~
following at Baruch. Students say that slated for the discussion were Jeff held up as a great example of business art world. he satirized the tastes of the
keeping in shape can be a chore. So a Koons, iconoclastic and well-pub- analysis. As Citieorp's Lernakis New Society (the Trumps and-Basses
little motivation can go a l~ng. long•. licized sculptor-about-town and Hilton pointed out. "The philistines who are and Kravises, etc): "They crap up the
way. To put yourself in the frame of Kramer. former chief art pundit for The _the bankers ~ould be rather confused art world for the rest of us. but what
mind to work out. gear up in ac- New York Times and current cunnudelse have they got? Writing checks is
tivewear that sets ~he pace for action. geon-in-residence at ~is. own little
a substitute religion-it's the way they
Whatever sport suits your fancy. y~>u. magazine, The New Criterion. They
_ . _ • __ •••
worship." When Kramer tossed a little
hand grenade toward Koons by implyare bound to find the g~ar t~at SUItS' . were joined by a pair of corporate types
you. So work your body In aC~lvewear . from Citicorp, Susan Lernakis the art
ing that most contemporary art arrived
that takes yo~ through the m~tIons and project manager and Jennifer Vorbach.
at the buyer's door in need of repair.
the artist sat perfectly still looking
at the same time keeps you In style. . a vice president in the bank's art advisCool. close. comfort-that was the ory services. Baruch's own Roslyn
down and away with a bemused stare. guided him into his office and told him
message a few years ago ~hen you I ~emstein. head ~f the journalism secand seeme~ to want nothing more than with great-pride that he wanted to show
first spo~ted those body-hugging styles non of the English department, was
to find a cigarette and get out of the -the critic his "Steinbeck" drawings.
on cyclists .. Now'. the "stretch look". also a participant. and Gail Levin. a
room. Kramer's presentation ended to Kramer. wondering if the famous
has evolved Into high-tech blends that professor in the art department. was
the most demonstrative applause of the novelist had been a draughtsman as
breathe and ma~e sens~ for casual moderator. The panel was rounded out
evening. which was all downhill after- well. followed the budding Dan'
~e~. too. Combme fashlo~ and fu.nc- by Jeffrey Brasque, an obscure but earward.
Quayle into his posh office and found
non In gre.~t co~or~ ~?r a danng feeling nest. young sculpt~r who graduat~d
The unknown sculptor followed that they were. of course. drawings by
that says. Go tor It. These outfits are from Whatron With a degree JO'
Kramer with a determined. if some- the well-known contemporary artist
easy to care for. and let yo~ show off economics. The panel began late.
what out-of-place talk about his justly- Saul Steinberg. So much for corporate
your great ass~ts. (no pu~ Intended). partly due to Koons' delayed arrival
•••••••••
ignored art. He was followed by art.
Reebok, Adidas, and Nike are some (he showed in a banker's pinstripe
of the more noticeable designs around.' jacket over a T-shirt and jeans. which about the term "comrnodification'--cReebok not only.designs the "stretch could be taken for an opening state- they know about rising prices.
look" for cyclists. but for everyone. ment) and partly due to a mix-up over though."
Try a black tank top with taxi side panel the videotaping equipment.
After Bernstein's short take on what
i i I 1:
in cotton and lycra matched with nylon
Fortune and The Wall Street Journal
and lycra cycle-length shorts with an
had made of the art biz. Jennifer Vorelastic waist. Or try a bomber jacket
bach of Citicorp (formerly an auin green. lime and black with a drawctioneer at Christie's), observed that
ts-~::;;;:'~"::;:::::-1~~~
,
string elastic waist. Both outfits are by
journalists usually missed the crest of
Recbok.
a big wave of record prices in the aucti~n world. "By the time the jour. . .. ; i '.. - '1:t .. ':-"
n~lsts arrived. it was too late." she
1~ i i !
J
pointed out. suggesting that the press
1, :;
J
-had..Jess .w-.do...w.Uh..the.risiJlg spiral of. ----i--~;;...- .......;~IU
art prices than others OR the paRel.
;wanted to admit. Vorbach s presenta.~
tion took its key from the idea of a
"vanitas" tradition. out of which collectors should be able to read the message. "You can't take it with you. "Ironically. it is precisely the people who
think you can who are the ones outbidding each other for the Andy Warhol
silkscreen images of dollar signs which
Vorbach used to illustrate her survey
Most of the audience. which was 98 of the $20 billion art business.
The numerous Koons fans in the aupercent downtown art crowd. was there
to hear Koons and Kramer go at it. dience leaned forward as he began to
What's black and white and red all and to chip in their own laments on address the issue in his gruff. tobaccoover? A "fresh" new look by Adidas. the current state of the art world. Since roughened voice. "1 have never tried
A black tank top with red. white and even the artists had business back- to commodify my art." he declared.
black patterned inset in a blend of grounds-Koons was a commodities tongue partly in cheek. and went on
nylon. Stretch it to the limit in Nike's trader on Wall Street for five years be- to explain how an artist uses
sizzling body-hugging tights and tanks fore turning to sculpture full time-the materialism to "seduce. manipulate
in racy colors such as tropical green. discussion was directed to the commercitron and Aegean blue. How long are cial aspect of art. although the heartstrthe tights? Well. they come in three ings kept tugging at traditional notions
different lengths. cycle-length. three- of "beauty" and "self-expression"
Citicorp's Lemakis, who. in her best
The question and answer part of the
quarter length. and full-length. Figure throughout the evening. There was a
out what wor s or you. an
I (he.....................oroblem with terminology. as all
boardroom voice. tried to assert that program descended rapidly into banal"commodification" (or what you will) ity. Levin pressed Koons on the deligym in style.
panelists seemed to agree that art had
was not the fault of corporations who cate issue of mass-production, suggestIf you' re more traditional there's the become a commodity. but nobody
cotton jersey in grey heather and other could quite establish how the process
collect. even if they have paid tremend- ing thathe might begin turning out his
ous
prices for some questionable artworks in serial editions. He ducked.
colors. which are still very popular in by which that happened should be spelpieces. She. confessed that there were' it, and the audience was in titters for
activewear. The classic "sweat suit" of- led. Bernstein led off. with a winy
numerous restrictions on her acqusi- a moment. A short time.later, she asked
fers a soft. roomy, and comfortable survey of the recent business press and
tions, including a "no-nudes" policy the exact same question. and her
feel. Also. before you take the next its coverage of the international art
which keeps even classics like works breach of etiquette as well as naivete
leap up into the air or the next stride markets. and her word for the process
of Rubens away from the easily-cor- drew a groan and no more response
along the track, make sure your feet
.~..,..,..,
rupted eyes of. Citibankers. She from Koons than was appropriate. forare prepared to meet that challenge.
and communicate," He spoke of an art seemed obsessed with the word "func- tunately, the panel broke up before he
The right athletic footwear can make
"industry"
and the need for funds to tion' in' a way which is hard to relate had the chanee to ask again, and Koons.
a difference. The new technology comsupport it as though he were head of to art at all. In any event. her "func- was safely out the door, cigarette in
bined with modern styling in athletic
a small computer chip startup. It was tion" is clearly to find art which suits hand. with an unimpeded path to the
shoes will keep you "jumping!"
not long ago that Koons became notori- the boys in suits: .. It has to please the elevator. By that time, even ~ sh~
As stated earlier, these clothes are
ous thanks to an article in The Wall troops, and make everybody more tongue of Kramer seemed to drone on
easy to wear and easy to care for. They
Street Jour1U1/ whieh suggested he was happy in the office.' Not surprisingly in a dun way.. When the crowd hit the
let you demonstrate your best moves.
a genius at taking people in. The trick Kramer. in the question and answer Lexington Avenue sidewalk, the dirty
be it walking. running. aerobics. or
powerlifting. The end- result: acworked with about half the audience part of the program. described the dis- business.of money had been put away
tivewear puts you in the right frame
as he made a claim for the "serious- appearance of works of art into corpo- for the m~ment and the more lively
of mind to work your body. After all
ness" he felt could be conferred 00' his rate collections as a. kind of '61ife sen- game of pairing o~f for a post-panel
looking good can often motivate you.
work by its high prices (most of his tence·· for some of his favorite paint- drink had be~n. which i~ half of why
to work a little harder. Chin up!
works go for the ..high tens of ·ings. He recalled the genuinely funny :people goto·these symposia-in the first
Remember. Always Stay In-~hion ;
thousands).
story of an Equitable executive who place:
. _ rJe ..'
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"Pump It Up"

,

NO
MINIE'S
PLEASE

A
notice
saying.
"Attention
Freshmen" let students know that they
should not forget to get their adult relatives to Baruch's annual family day.
The Ticker apparently felt the need to
run this notice because in typical
Baruch fashion, the school claimed to
have mailed out 2,700 invitations, but
not everyone received one . . .' The
360 Underground Community threw a
party to publicize themselves 'and to
reach out to the Baruch community. mentally
and
physically."
She
The 360 community was 'a group of added that "a good teacher should be
freshmen and sophomores formed to energetic 'and forceful. not exhausted.
run workshops and .group sessions in Today Baruch professors must stilll be
the basement of 360 Park Ave. So. The exhausted as they continue to teach
party was appare~tly ~ success. Words two days a week.
used to describe the event included
•
"Qreat·· and uFantastic."
Compiled-by Caitlin Mollison

"a good teacher'
should be energetic,
and forceful, not
exhausted. "
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"They crop
the..art
worldfor the rest ofus,
but what else have they
got? Writing checks is a
substitute religion-it's
the way they worship."

$

The press had less to do
with the rising spiral of
art prices than others
on the panel wanted to
admit,
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"The Philistines who
are the bankers would
be rather confused
about the term
'commodification'they .know about rising
prices, though. '.'
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be taken in North Lange. Skirts for
girls; tie and jacket for boys." . . .
Sigma Alpha set up a gripe box in the
Student Center to solicit student questions, suggestions and gripes concerning the college'. Sigma Alpha promised
to post answers or clarifications as
soon as possible on the Student Center
bulletin board. If a person .'.'as willing
to 1e~:e- h;,3 01 ner narne;---the--answer
would be sent to the person's home

~

.,

A critique on artists at Baruch.

••••••••••

"...Skirts for
girls; tie and
jacket for boys. "
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An artist uses
materialism to "seduce,
manipulate, and
communicate. "
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end of ·3· recent meeting, a memoer of level.
_
the Baruch chapter commented that the
The American Marketing Associaspeaker addressed relevant points such tion meets every Tuesday and Thursday
as starting salaries and the rate of pro- . from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. in Room
motion. According to one officer of 827 of 46 E. 26th St. The club accepts
the club, this type of positive feedback members from all classes and all
is very common.
majors. and welcomes any visitors to
The club is presently planning a T- its meetings. There is an annual memo
shirt sale to raise funds to subsidize bership fee of $25 and an application
the travel costs of the international con- that must be filled out.
ference in New Orleans scheduled for ...
- - - -....
March of 1990. In past years. enough
money has been raised so that active
members were able to go for a nominal
cost. The AMA is also working on its
tradeshow display.. in the hopes that
they can maintain their title. -In addiByMICHAELSOWMON
_ tion to the above, they are planning
television ratings), Next Step Market- c1ude representatives. from Mastercard activities for "Marketing Week" which
ing, Interface Applications Inc. and International. Novate! Hotel and takes place in February and is designed
Mariott hotels. Upcoming speakers in- Mount Sinai Medical Center. At the to promote marketing on a national L.
~~----..

FEATURES

-H-EARTS';DIA'MONDS,
SPADES and CLUBS

WRITE
FOR
FEATURES.

The American Marketing Association} working hard to
advance the careers of marketing professionals.
The Baruch chapter of the American
Marketing Association is a club in
which both upper and lower class
students can learn the practical
aspects of marketing while at the same

time meet other students and profes- . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sionals who share a common interest.
With a large active membership. the
Programmer/An~/ysts,
club is able to 'participate in both the
regional and international conferences. The AMA members have just
returned from :t regional conference at
Pennsylvania State College. They are
also beginning to fundraise in order
to subsidize their upcoming trip to
New Orleans for the 1989 international
conference.
The Baruch chapter of the AMA is
a collegiate chapter of a national trade
group which was established in 1937
and has since grown to include 27.000 .
members nationally. The goals of this
national organization are to advance
the careers of marketing professionals.
and according to the AMA brochure.
". . . Lead in-encouraging the development and application of marketing
knowledge. principles
and techniques." They also act as a source of
marketing information by publishing
books and periodicals as well as organizing conferences and seminars.
Among the benefits. one receives as a
member of the AMA arc Marketing
News (a bi-weekly trade publication
. with information on the marketing industry), access to the new student job'
. bank. receive a "Careers in Marketing"
booklet. participate in both the regional and international conferences
(where the Baruch College chapter
won an award for outstanding
trades how display for the past two
years).
In an EDS developmental program. your career potential can reach new heights. You'll gain the rewarding on-the-job experience

Opportunities for

atEDS

The goal ofthe A.M.A. is
to "Lead in encouraging
the development and
-. application of marketing
knowledge,principles,
and techniques."

you need to move your career ahead-experience you can only gain from aworld leader in the management of information
technology.
EDS is looking for achievers-epeople who make things happen. If you are interested in applying your talents in the computer
services industry, you won't find a better place to grow than EDS.
Our highly respected developmental programs are nationally recognized as models for the industry. They provide technical
challenge, professional expertise and the business savvy you'll need to become one of the industry's best-prepared protessiouats.
Systems Engineering Development (SED) Program
• 4-year college degree (any major) with a3.0/4.0 overall GPA preferred
• Demonstrated tecnnicalaptrtuoe .
Engineering Systems Development (ESO) Program
• 4-year college degree in electrical, mechanical, manufacturing, industrial or chemical engineering with a3.0/4.0 overall GPA
preTern~d'
- ----

L

Accounting and Financial Developmental (AFD) Program
• BS/BA in Accounting and/or Finance with a3.5/4.0 overall GPA preferred
All positions also require: excellent communication skills, astrong record of achievement and flexibility to relocate
nationwide.
Take the first step toward achieving your highest career potential today.

In addition. U members attended
the Eastern Resional Conference on
the weckcnt of Oct. 20. This conference. held at Pennsylvania State Uni-,
vcrsitv, consisted of seminars. and
lectures aivcn bv. "trade professionals
on various topics relating to careers
in marketing. Included was a series of
lectures on personal enhancement
which covered resume writing. interview techniques and stress management. After all the professional seminars were finished for the day. the
Baruch College AM A members were
escorted (by the . . tudcnts from Penn
Stale) on a tour ofthe local nightlife
~

Bretus, Ant Philosopher
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CALL TODAY
1-800-233-0029
For more information, contact the Placement Office. Or,
send your resume to:

£N.D.
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by Christopher A. Ward & Glen J. Spangler
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Engineers and Accounting &.Finance Professionals·

Jump into an entrv·level t;areer
.tIIat will take rouplaces

l

By Christian Na

Tim Vojtasko - SED.
Scott Wilson - ESD
Andrew McGann - AFD
EDS Develomental Recruiting,
13600 EDS Drive .
Dept.2CYP3189
Herndon, VA 22071

EDS also has outstanding opportunities for experienced Information Processing professionals.

Throughout the . . crnc-tcr the ,1.\1.'\
ho . . t-, a diver.. . c ~rPllr of . . pcakcr- trorn

various companicx The organization"
who have already had representative . .
speak at AMA meetings are IBM.
Neilsen (the company that does the
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$60

SlARK'S ART S

$115

by .MARTIN STARKEY

(

Wool On Wool $60
Leather Sleeves on Wool $85

Grab The Special Deal!
Leather sleeves on wool,
Baruch on back
and
your name on front
.
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QUICK!!! ~-

"Additional choices of lettering available - .65 - 2.10
10% of proceeds will go towards improving Student Life
Delivery four' weeks from order date.
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It's true about that old adage that says. clothes make the man. Well in Hollywood. it's
also true that the actor or actress makes the villian. In the first part of this series. it was
.revealed.that a bad guy will usually add completely new dimensions to a movie protagonist
only if the villain is effective in what he or she intends to do. Can they be believed? Are
their plans too corny? Are they evil enough to be taken at face value? Does the villain
measure up to the hero and does the hero measure up to the villain? These questions were
answered. in part. in the first part of this series. but an important factor of that answer was
deliberately left out until now.
It's one thing to- have a bad guy that is totally menacing and evil on paper. but.it's another
thinse to take that same ruthless villain and transfer all of their diabolical qualities to . the
screen. Many times 'a movie bad guy will fail not because of the script or the hero or even
the movie itself. but because the actor or actress portraying the.bad guy is not playing their.
part well. You see. if a performer does not play his or her partconvincingly enough; there .. ~
is no way that the villain is going to' be threatening to anybody except maybe movie audiences.
The): won't go to see the film. There is also no way that villain is going to be taken at face
value, ~a:nd there~ is no way. that Vinain"i's:'g()ing"to"measme'l1p"~tytle6f ~.
..
for a character to be effective. you need
actor w110 can takethewords; personalities-and
... _-_ - '_ ..
n8l'Der .DaUB.
mannerisms of a specific antagonist and transform them from printeddialogue to actual 1i~e
action. The actor should no longer be himself. but should now be the character he or she IS
11. THE JOKER (BATMAN), Jack Nicholson.
portraying in both body and soul. If a performer can establish that. then everything else will
With all the movies and television shows based on comic book characters that have come
fall into place. While such a practice is a regimen that all actors and actresses should follow.
out over the years. never has a comicbook villain been played So true to his original form
it is more important that those performers portraying villains stand by and exercise the idea
than Jack Nicholson's Joker. The Joker was the notorious underboss for one of Gotham City's
of becoming one with their character. This is crucial for the mere fact that the bad guys are
biggest kingpins. When Batman knocked him ~~to boiling vat of toxic chemicals, he. was
the ones that will set up the action. They are the ones that wi II allow the protagonist to be
transformed into-a chalk-white. green-haired, smiling renegade clown of sorts who was driven,
a memorable hero. Furthermore. a protagonist's believability depends greatly on whether or .
.mad by the shock of his ordeal and weird clown-like appearance. His obsession to destroy
not the antagonist can move the story along via his hatred and ultimate desire to destroy' t~e
Batman pushed the Joker oyer the edge of whatever sanity he had left and he became a
hero at large. In order for that to happen. the performer must be able to understand his
vicious. yet insanely jovial. cold-blooded murderer and crime lord who would blast a hole in
character and know what makes him or her tick.
-your chest with a gadget gun then giggle his butt off while you bled to death.-What made
the Joker so bad was that he thought everything was a joke. including his own existence.
Take K-9 for example. In K-9. Kevin Tighe portrayed a villain that was totally off the

an
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mark. It was obvious thatlighe was still himself and not the notorious drug kingpin he was
supposed tobe. We didn't get the impression that he was playing" anyone different. The result
was a weak hero in James Belushi and his dog/partner Jerry Lee.
Two issues ago, we took a look at the bottom 11 ~f the .top 2~ bad guys from the 1980s.
Of all those 11, and the I I still to come. were exceptional m their portrayal of the character
the-y were playing. They seemed to have full command not only of the words that ~ere
-written ·by the-screenwciter; but.of.thecharacter Jh~mse1v~~.. _~!.~ven ~!ko!!j><lrtrayed Victor
Maitland in' BEVERlY HILLS COP
ruthless and conniving businessman who used his'
influence in the art community to smuggle drugs into the country. Maitland moved the story
along and did certain things in certain ways which -allowed us to see and learn things about
the protagonist. Axel Foley. that we norma~ly would not have kn~wn had Berkoff not played I .
the character in the manner in which- he did. The same can be said about Angel Maldanado "'(8 MILUON WAYS TO DIE). Khan (STAR TREK If) or anyone of the top 22 bad guys on
.the list. Rutger Hauer. down on the list three times, has apparently cornered the market on
being an effective bad guy. three time Hauer plagued the movies as a totally ruthless and
evil villain. What make Hauer so good is that each villain that he has portrayed is different
from the others 1:::.;.:. was a to .ally separate entity from the other with entirely different
pers(\~~;). that is not easy to d· . Usually when an acto~ o~ actress has pla~ed a b.ad guy and
is cast as another bad guy la' on in their career, they tend to rely on their previous role to
.
..
build their new villain. Whi~~ Hauer. will obviously build off his previous characters, he
10. FRANZ SANCHEZ (UCENSE TO KIU).Robert Davi.
will add new dimensions to them -creating entirely new antagonist who are more evil than
Some guyS are juSt made to; play bad guys. Take Robert Davi,: for instance. His facial
their predecessor.
features and overall appearance allow him the luxury to playa villain of the Italian. Hispanic
and even Pakistanian nationalities. In Hollywood that translates into a lot of work and a lot
Below are the first 11 bad guys fro'!1the last ten years ...
of. J!lC>~y. Davi has most 'rece~tlypottrayed aruthless Italian mob boss on· the TV ·show
WISE GUY, a terrorist leader on the ciit1~ilty acclaimed TV movie TERRORIST ON TRIAL
and a mob hitman opposite Arnold Schwartzenegger in RAW DEAl:.. On all three acounts,
22. ANGEL MALDANADO (8 MIWON WAYS TO DIE)
Davi, like Andy Gan:ia,;(Angei MaklaDado).· demonstrated his versatility to play evil, ..
21. CARLO (SHARKEY'S MACHINE)
cold-blooded murderers with great conviction and realism. Now. there have been many James
20. AL CAPONE (THE UNTOUCHABLES)
Bond villains from Oddjob (GOWFINGER) to Jaws (THE SPY WHO WVEDMEIMOON19. THE PREDATOR (PREDATOR)
RAKER) and Drax (MOONRAKER) to Zorn (A VIEW TO A KIU). but Davi seemed to
18. KHAN (STAR TREK)
add. that extra evil dimension to Franz Sanchez that makes him by far. the most notorious
17. VICTOR MA:rn.AND (BEVERLY HIUS COP)
of the James Bond villains. He was not interested in world domination .through deadly
16. ROY BAlTY (BLADERUNNER)
dooms- ·v devices.. but rather in drugs and money. Plain andsimple, be would destroy anyone
15. JERRY DANDRIDGE (FRIGKr NIGHT)
'who tr., to stop him. To describe how much of a monster Sanchez was. he caught his girl
14. CAIttER BURKEffHEZENOMORPHS (AUENS)
friend Lope (18IisaSoto)-in bed with another man and ruthlessly OIdeIedhis men to cut...
13. MR. JOSffl,JA (LETHAL WEAPONJout his heart and band it toLupe. His. voice always' seemed wrede of evil- andbis-eyes weIe
12. ARJENN RUDDIPIERRE VORSTEIDT (lEl'HAL WEAPON 2)
(Contmwdon Page ~12)
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RIPPED JEANs-Never .could quite get
with this movement. I remember when
mother would threaten me with lifetime
grounding if there were holes in my jeans much
.less strategically planned rips.
PARADISE GARAGE-When all is said
and done, this just may be the greatest nightclub in recent memory. and surely one of the
greatest to ever grace this fair city.

my

TOUR
OF THE·

KEVINSAUNDERSO~Thegodfatber of

.Detroittedmo. Like New York·s·Todd Terry
Saunderson relies heavily on-stUdio hardware
and effects in his music. and this sound has
won him a major recording contract with Vir-:
gin. All his music is basement-level deep, even
in his more commercial efforts. as played by
Innercity.

,

REESE AND SANTONID--Mix Kraftwerk
with Fingers, Inc. and this is the result. "The
HOUSE
Sound" and "Rock To The Beat" are two of the
Perhaps Patti Labelle said it best when she
said "Music Is. My Life:' Similarly. house decade's best. and Reese's solo effort, "Just
music cannot be merely categorized as an aIter- Want Another Chance," still makes the natives
lose their collective sense of horne training..
nate form of music; it. too. is a way of life.
MAYDAY-·Juan Atkins is his rea} name, and
House music has become the hottest music senhe is the driving force Rhtbim Is
sation in the industry, now being pumped steadRytbim.
Mayday's classics include "Beyond
ily into households across America.
The Dance:' "Nude Photo" and "Strings Of
Contrary to popular opinion. house music is
Life:'
A
not a homogenous genre. It is quite diverse,
NEW JERSEY·
and this diversity satisfies a potpourri of tastes.
At one time overshadowed by the city across
As things stand right now. four cities-New
the Hudson, New Jersey is now the name that
York. Chicago. Detroit and Newark, New Jercomes
up when the discussion turns to East .
sey-haveestablished themselves as epicenters
coast house. The garden State has become the
amidst house musics rumblings. Below are the
heir to the Philly sound of the seventies. and
highlights ofeighties house music for each city.
the mix of this sound with modern technology
NEW YORK
has resulted in New Jersey house becoming the
New York house has had two stages. the first
most commercially viable.
a more artistic stage out of which came legenBLAzE-.The kings of New Jersey house,
dary. inspired performances, and the second
Blaze has propelled their label, Quark Records, .
heavily steeped in the sampling craze. Al- to name recognition on the East Coast with a
though many tired quickly of the latter, both
bevy of hits. including "If You Should Need'
stages have had a profound impact on the fact
A Friend" and "What'cha Gonna Do For Love." .
of house music ..
Look for this group to become very large in
-------------:~--------------------------- light of their signing with Motown Records.
TONY HUMPHRIES--Overlord of Zan. zibar, now the East Coast's premiere house
music club. Also. Humphries has been in the
saddle at WRKS for the station's Friday Night
Dance Party seemingly forever. His credits are
too voluminous to list, but his influence and
willingness to help -the new jacks will keep
..Ea New Jersey on top in years to come. .g
BACKROOM PRODUCTIONS--:-Music.
.~
.:; syndicates have been thevin" things in the
eighties, and none has been more effective at
A1. the house level than. Backroom Production.
~. Their EP BackTo Basics,. including "Definition:
Of A Track" and "I Need A Rhythm," was an
.::r East Coast best seller.
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Madntcsh'computers have always been easy to use. But they've never
been this easy to own,Presenting The Macintosh Sale..
.. ..' .Throughjanuary 31, you can saee hundreds ofdollars on avariety
ofApple" Macintosh computers and peripherals.
.
~ .:
.So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can "Wind up with much more ofacomputer. .
Without spending a lot more money
.

Saue Rs...
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DANCE MUSIC ALL DECADE WNG
Never given its full due as a legitimate. selfstanding genre, dance music has always been
shunned in favor of more palatable forms of
"real" music such as rhythm and blues. classical and Top 40. Dance music has been dismissed as shallow and non-professional; its patrons
have been called dilettantes of legitimate
music. The industry has had to endure the
"Disco Sucks!" campaign and the infamous
conflagration at Chicago's Comiskey Park.
Dance music was to perish. consuming itself
in the passion of ephermeral lyrics and the
transitory memory of the American public.'
It's still here"
Not only is dance music stilt here. "but its
resilience has made the most cynical critics
rethink their comments. Where dance music
was once relegated to obscure independent
labels, the music has now been adopted' by
major label conglomerates, which have poured
millions of dollars into the creation of in-house
dance departments and labels. No longer pressed in twelve-inch form only, dance music now
being manufactured in LP. cassette and comTodd Terry revolutionized the house that the eighties built.
pact disc configurations. Not only the domain
of urban youth. whose only hopes were feeling
and a dream. dance music is now being used
GRACE, JONES-Enough said.
by the major artists as a way of lengthening
to meet your posse, and where are they coming
NYC PEECH BOYS-As great in perforairplay and adding profits.
from? Brooklyn. You want to find a record that
mance as on track. Best known for their
This edition of Tour Of The Twelve Inch is . is supposedly out of print. Where do you do
acapella version of "Dance Sister" and "Don't
a tribute to the most successful decade dance
to find it? At Joe Long's place. Birdell's. In Make Me Wait." Along with Sinnarnon's "I
music has ever had, the eighties. The list of
Brooklyn.
Need You Now," the latter has become indelibly
names. artists and trends is admittedly incomWILD HAIRCUTS-Both Kinapp's (yes, in
stamped on the minds of anyone that ever stepplete. assuredly subjective. It is no way meant
Brooklyn) and Astor Place made fortunes off ped foot into Paradise Garage.
to be a definitive , all-encompassing reportage
the not-so-young. not particularly impressionLARRY LEVAN-The undisputed master·
of eighties. dance music. It is, however, hoped
able, yet ridiculously narcissistic clubheads of crowd control. A Garage crowd was Levan's
that this column will evoke a p.leasant memory
clamoring for something to grab attention. This marble, his turntables his chisel. With the two.
or two, and in some meager way pay tribute
decade we experienced the DA. the gumby, the
he would sculpt experiences that proves hypno-to the heart and soul of an extraordinary artistic
flat-top, the fade and numerous Etch-A-Sketch tic, imrneasureable, unforgettable. Many have
vehicle. It seems that although its heart always
patterns (Batman's logo. Mickey Mouse, Nw tried but 80 ORe will destroy. stain or upsurp
flutters, it never quite dies.
. York City's sk-ylIDe). And the minimum price the memories created in the house the Levan
was not $/0. This writer was always partial to
built.
~
STYLES AND THINGS
the fade with the number two razor.
GWEN GUTHRIE-No mention of Levan
would be complete without an obligatory menWho would ever forget . . .
tion of Ms. Guthrie. Call her a protege or pet,
WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK-There Guthrie was always providing great music for
SPANDEX-Quite simply, the ultimate
weapon in female retaliatory tactics. Many 'a was nothing quite like hanging out on a spring Larry to play: "Padlock." "Seventh Heaven"
male have been left utterly speechless upon , or summer day in "da Park. "The natural hang- and 'J\in't Nothing Going On But The Rent. '.
out spot. it was better when one could also
sighting a lithe female form adorned in the
NITRO DELUXE-There is only one, alspend a Saturday evening there as well, blasting
scanty. yet ever-so-inviting fabric. A fO{111er
beit significant. reason this group is listed here:
the boom box incessantly . . . before you went
colleague of mine said it best when sighting a
it's called "Brutal House." Along with Sa-fire,
to the club party. I guess this is what George
voluptuous female stuffed into a pair of black
this, group put and kept AldoMarin's Cutting
spandex leggings, "Things have truly gotten
Clinton was thinking when he wrote "One NaRecords on the map.
out of control."
tion Under A Groove."
TODD TERRY-Terry introduced New
BUTIONS-From the smallest with the
York's second stage (along with Nitro Deluxe).
TURTLENECKS-Admit it; there was
simplest statements to the largest with the most
Never had sampling been .such an important
once a time not so long ago that you would
outlandish. buttons were standard'operating
part of dance music until his Fresh release
not be caught dead or alive with a turtleneck
equipment in the eighties. Personal favorites
"Bango/Back To The Beat." The rest. as they
were :·Bitch. give me back my semen." "1
on. Now, it might be the most essential part
DETROIT
of a wardrobe. Often dressed up with pins. tested negative." and the various Malcom X say, is history.
Home of the techno movement, patterned
buttons or brooches. they are cheap, washable
styles. The button of the decade, though. was
nd flexible.
worn by a village regular whom I always saw after Soul Sonic Force's "Planter Rock" and
in "da Park." Attached to the jacket she wore. Kraftwerk's "Trans Europe Express" and
BROOKLYN-As a Bronx native, it pains
the button. read, "No, you can't f--- me, so "Nurnmern" ("N~mbers").The only city of the
me to write this. but Brooklyn seemed to be
don't ask." What made things so bad was she four to depend heavily on foreign influences,
where everything was. You meet a fine young
was fine enough to get away with wearing it. these influences manifestthemselves in house's
lady, where does she live? Brooklyn. You try
most abstract form, acid.
and she was wearing spandex.
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CHICAGQ
Ch~!lgo' i~ the 'u~di~~ted-homc of bouse'
music. Using the roots elements of jaz and the
Philadelphia International sound. Chicago
house has become the dance music standard.

MARSHALL JEFFERSON-Best known
for his creation of house music's anthem,
"Move Your Body," Jefferson has become
house's most requested producer. His credits
include Truth's "Open Our Eyes," Ten City's
debut album Foundation. and CeCe Rogers'
epic "Someday," Perhaps Jefferson's most admirabJe effort is his concerted effort to try to
elevate house music to being conducive to live
musicians, and less dependent on studio wizardry.

(Continued on Page B II )

The Macintosh Sale
Now through january 31
ECC Microlab
.

1.55 E. 24th Street, Room 343
o 1989 AfPk Computer, Inc. Apple, theAgJIe IC€O, and ..,fadntosb are registered trrJI1emarlts ofAgJIe ComJNter; Inc.
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Doug-E-Doug
Angelo Lozada
Steve Solie
MC:PeteMichaels
On Friday
Deceriiber 1, 1989
At 7:00-9:00
Baruch CollegeAuditorium
17 Lexington-at 23rd Sf:Admission
$ 7. 00 Baruchiaris
$10.00 Others
-'---'--

.

.. _-

Sales - Sunglass Manufac·-tiirer7Dlsfuoutot 'looKing'for .
sales consultants to work in
department stores.Competitive wage. Incentive bonus.
Part/Full time. 212-6861500. Ask for Keith.

_S~~t F~JrIJ.l.:..3i!!9nth§.~~r:i:.
.ence in any aspect of finan-

cial brokerage business required, Unique career opportunity. Call 212-929-6580.

* * *

SPRING BREAK 1990 Individual or student organization neeaeato promote our
Spring Break trips. Earn
money, free trips and valuable
work
experience.
APPLY NOW!! Call. InterCampus Programs: 1-800327-6013.

* * *

WANT·Te-PAR~-FREE-·_-

TRIPS, CASH, INTENSIVE FUN!! Student sun!
ski tour operator seeks funloving campus representatives. Call HI-LIFE 1-800263-5604.

* * *

* * *

Office Technology Club
Presents:

J.P.

Morgan Co.

Information, Question
·and Answer Session
.

".-

.

Do NDrMiss This -Event!
November 30, 1989
Club Hours 12:40--2:40
Rm 1613 at 18 St. -Bldg.

RefreshmentsWill Be There
"
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Co..edicHi.~inks"

Music is Patti LaBelle's way of life.
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Part One: Club and House Music!
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DAD. Staning Jack Lemmon, Ted
Danson, Olympia Dukakis, Kathy
Baker and Ethan Hawke. Written
and directed by Gary' David
Goldberg. Universal Studios. Rated

THE

ro.****

WHOLE
-,THING
* TELEVISION *
RECORDS * BOOKS *
CLUBS * RESTAURANTS. *
MOVIES

\

-'

ANDOTHE~WS

...------------_.1

We are immediately introduced into
the lifestyle of Jake and Bette Tremont,
an elderly couple living on their own
in California. Jake is totally dependent
on Bette; she picks out and lays out
his clothes in the morning, makes his
breakfast-she doesn't even let him
butter his -own toast. When Bette has
a heart attack and is hospitalized, Jake
nearly becomes an invalid.
John, Jake and Bette's son, is a Wall
Street executive, who is notified of his
mother's illness during a meeting. He
immediately flies out to California,
"for a few days." He is astonished
when he discovers that his father does
nothing on his own-s-except breatheand is determined to help him to become the strong man he once was.

at home. He is put back in the hospital,
but under the care of another doctor.
This doctor allows John to' move into
Jake's hospital room to be there for
him at every moment.' And, miracul.ously, Jake responds. He makes a com- .
plete recovery, and develops a whole
new yen for life. He introduces himself
. to all his neighbors, learns about other
cultures, and buys olftrageousnew
c1othes--which are modelled in an up. liftit:tg scene by Jake, John, and John's
..~: son Billy. Bette even . becomes more
.: 1 comfortable with Jake's sudden change
, in behavior. Once again, everything is'
': terrific for. the Tremont family-and
. tragedy strikes again. The cancer has
come back.

John teaches his father to wash the H'
dishes, make breakfast and make the
beds. He even encourages him to get
a driver's license-jake's licensehaving expired several years before.
Bette is amazed to find' Jake lively'
and self-sufficient upon her return
home. As she is learning to cope with
. her "new and improved" husband,
John and Jake build a very close relationship that obviously had never
been before. Everything is flourishing
for the Tremont family. Then . . Jake is
..
. diagnosed as having c~er,
Practically phobic about the word
cancer, he falls into a' deep state of
shock, which no one gives him hope
of coming out of--excepi John. John
is determined to see his father well i
again, even when the doctors tell him W',
there's no more to be done for him, '
and they'd be releasing him. In anemotionally charged scene, John marches
into his father's hospital room, picks
him up and carries him home. He fo- .
cuses alI his attention on his father,
but Jake is just too sick to be cared for

r

There ~i~l be an important meeting
for all parents and students concerned

.about child care andparentfng.
TOPICS TO BE·DISCUSSED:

• Chi{cfCare atBarucn (wliidi is presentfy non-e1(istant)
\

• Support base to share experiences and conccf11S

11
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This movie is deserving of several
Academy awards. Jack Lemmon is
superb as Jake Tremont, the focus of
the film. He is funny and sad, silly
and serious, crazy and sane. Jake is a
. person' everyone in the audience can .
relate to. Everyone knows a Jake Tremont, and Lemmon's execution of the
role is remarkable. Lemmon makes
you love Jake; he makes Jake your
father, your mother, your grandparents. Based solely on Lemmon's performance in this movie, not including
other actors starring in movies this
year, Lemmon is deserving' of the
Oscar for Best Actor. A virtual legend,
Lemmon has appeared in a string of
award-winning films, including SOME
use IT HOT. THE APARIMENT,
THE CHINA SYNDROME, -MISSING,
SAVE THE TIGER (for which he won
Best Actor in 1973) and MISTER
ROBERTS (which gave him an Oscar
for Best Supporting. Actor.) But,
perhaps Lemmon's most famous role
was opposite Walter Matthau-as Felix'
Unger in·the movie version of THE
ODD COUPLE which later became
a hit television series for Tony Randall
and Jack Klugman ..
Ted Danson is fantastic in this
tho~ghtfuldiim-aas-the sonwho never
really knew his father. Danson makes
a fabulous transition from comedy to
drama in this film, and shows his versatility as one of the great actors of his
generation. Danson, most well known
for his long time role as the .wornaniz. ing Sam Malone on the hit series
"Cheers," has also won acclaim for his
roles in THREE MEN AND A BABY
and COUSINS. E:artte-rlitm successes
include, THE ONION FIELD, BODY
HEAD, A FINE MESS, and CREEPSHOW. Danson also starred in acontroversial television movie, "Something
About Amelia," where he portrayed a
father who was sexually abising his
daughter.
Olympia Dukakis was perfect for the
character of Bette Tremont. She is
domineering, and very difficult to get
along with. Her delivery was an essential. part of creating this headstrong
character. Dukakis won an "award for
Best Supporting Actress for her role in
MOONSTRUCK, and her career took
off. She can currently be seen in WOK
WHO'S TALKING, and in the upcoming STEEL MAGNOLIAS.
Ethan Hawke plays Billy, John Tremont's estranged son. He is a rebel, a
character quite the opposite of John.
John is interested in the material-s-in
money. Billy's dream is to quit college
and live in a commune in Mexico. In
the process of discovering Jake, John
begins to discover Billy. Ethan Hawke
has recently appeared in the summer
blockbuster DEAD POETS SOCIETY.
DAD is a heartwarming touching film
that will make you laugh and make
you cry. Part of it's appeal is that it is
so close to "real life, " Jake is a character' the audience already knows, and
what happens to him is what really
happens. DAD is not a movie that has
the fantastical "happy ending." It has
a real ending, and that's what makes
it such a great film.
-Lisa Cermak:
.~
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(Continued from Page B8)

YVE I I EMARIE STEVENS--One asks'
"Who the hell is this, and why is she in the
Chicago house music section?" She is in this
section because she grew up there. She is better
known by her changed name-s-Chaka Khan.
There is no need for elaboration.

J

Captain Rapp, Bad Times.'~
Cultural Vibe, Ma Foom Bey."
Jeanette Thomas, "Shake Your Body."
Inner Life, Ain't No Mountain High Enough."
Dinosaur L, "Go Bang."
Ralphi Rosario, "You lJsed To Hold Me."
Thelma Houston, "You Used' To Hold Me
Tight."
Lonnie Liston Smith, "Expansion.'
ColonelAbrams, Music Is The Answer."
D-Train, "Keep On."
2 Puerto Ricans, A Blackman and A Dominican, "Do It Properly."
.Taravhonty, "Join Hands."

DISC JOCKEYS
Simply put, a club is nothing without a capable disc jockey behind the tables. The job is
often thankless, and the hours approach the
absurd, yet ask any of the following if they
would have done anything: else or differently,
you would get sixteen negative answers. These
were the masters of their respective courts,
combining a keen sense of music, great tech-.
nique and a doctorate in. crowd control .
Jellybean Benitez
Merlin Bobb
Robert Clivilles
David Cole
DavidDepino .
Bruce Forrest
Tony Humphrles
Frankie Knuckles
larry Levan
The Latin' RasCals
. David Morales
MOI:~es & Munzabai .
. Timmy Regisford
John "Gungie" Rivera
Victor Rosado
Junior Vasquez
Louis Vega

FRANKIE KNUCKLES-Chicago's most
FREESTYLE
celebrated house disc jockey, Knuckles, brought
Almost lost in the shadows of house music
his' star from Chicago9S WarehQUse .and placed
and rap (reviewed next issue), is the immense
it inside. the booth at the World, where it shone'
popularity and financial success of freestyle
just .as brightly. In addition to his appearances
music. Dubbed "Latin Hip Hop" by some criat the World, Frankie has been very busy othertics, freestyle has moved out of its home-s-the
wise, collaborating with Jamie Priciple on
Bt:Qnx-and spread its Latin-influenced back"Baby Likes To Ride:' teaming up withDavid
beats all over America.
Morales. to become the dominating forces beIt seems that the rap and freestyle movements
are unmistakably linked. Both originated in the
hind Judy Weinstein's Def Mix Productions
and mixing, editing and producing Satoshi
Bronx, . both were the driving forces behind
NIGHTCLUBS
Tomeii's "Tears."
clubs
like the Roxyand the Funhouse and both
Pick and choose. Unfortunately, the city thai
FINGERS, INC.-By far, Chicago's most
never sleeps is. being forced by party-pooping were created and dominated by African-Amerprominent and complete group. Led by the
legislators. to take an occasional nap. These ican and Hispanic youth. The turning point for
wizardry . of former jazz .drummer . Larry
same officials forgot to ask where all this night- . freestyle came in the·late seventies and early
Heard, Fingers, Inc.Js hit list could, by itself.
time activity is going to take place if not inside eighties. It was then that rap and freestyle became.
qualify as a guide to Chicago house music.
.a nightclub. Did anyone say "Screw the zoning separate musical entities. African-Americans
Their classics include "Mystery of Love," "Can
laws. Let's have it at home"? Nonetheless, a opted for the measured, sparse, violent and
You Feel It:' .~ Path:' Robert Owens' "Bring
slower rhythms that formed the early basis of
great decade for clubs.
Down The Walls," "Distant Planet" and "Waterrap, while Hispanics (and later Italians) moved
Area
fall." Owens also appears as a guest vocalist'
towards the' more .passionate, rhythmically
Bassline
on Tomeii's "Tears" and Arthur Baker's "Silly
complex
and layered style that is still prevalent
Bentleys
Games." They arc one of the only groups to
in most freestyle.
Better Days
., -fn'-this-finat-year of-one--of,mttStc'smest
"reach acrossgenres aoo -flise thecombination
into a mysterious, ethereal experience.
successful dec-ades, freestylehas comero domiDanceteria
LIZ TORRES WITH MASTER C&Jnate
radio airwaves to a much greater extent
Funhouse
than rap or its cousin, hour music. It was with
Probably the best live act of any house music
Heartbreak
the
largely freestyle format that The Latin Rasartist, save for Grace Jones.. Torres' solo efThe Hole
forts (""Mind Games" and "The Way You Make
cals began mixing, and starring on the radio.
The Latin Quarter
Me Feel"). are great, but they do not approach
The Rascals' success on WKTU, the former
Limelight
the magnitude of her work with Master C&J .
all-dance station that ruled in the early
The Loft
This latter roster reads like a greatest hist list
eighties 9 opened doors for others to follow.
Lovelight
similar to that of Fingers, Inc. 's: "Face It:' ·'1
Some of the others that immediately followed
MK
Can't Get Enough," "Payback-Is AB-itch:-'-and-- ~- ..include C-Bank, Nuance, Alisha, Freez and
The Mudd Club
,'"In The City."
Fonda Rae.'
NeJrs
Some of freestyle's graduates have gone on
Palladium
to become huge commercial successes.
Paradise Garage
Madonna, a Jong regular at Danceteria, iniThe Ritz
HOUSE SUPREMACY-THE TOP 40
tially rode the far-reaching dominance and wizunlike the freestyle lists, the house list is
Roseland
redry of Jellybean Benitez to establish herself
much too difficult to put into order. Take your
The Roxy
early on in her success-filIed career. Her early
Silver Shadow
pick.
hits like "Everybodg' and "Holiday" are freeSound Factory
style classics. JelIybean himself rode his first
Jungle Wonz, "The Junglc"rTime Marches
The Space
album, the epic Wotupski?!, alI the way to the
Studio 54
oe.r
bank, and later Chrysalis Records. And al1018
Grace Jones, Slave To The Rhythm.
not a part of this initial wave, Expose's
though
Tracks
Phuture, "Acid Trackxx.'
. "Point of No.Return" and "'Come Go.With.Me'
LOOse-JOint, '-'lsH-An Tj\;er1\1y~Face?" ~.
"TbeTurmel
are the foundation upon which their recordWorld
NYC Peech Boys, "Don't Make Me Wait. "
breaking debut" album is built.
Zanzibar
Sinammon, "1 Need You Now."
Chaka Khan, Clouds.
Nick Straker Band, "A Little Bit Of Jazz."
,
The Clash, ''The Magnificent Seven."
Fingers, Inc. '~ Path.
CeCe Rogers, "Someday.'9
Liz 'Iorres, '~I Can't Get Enough:'
Master C&J ~ "Face 1t.
Nitro Deluxe, "Brutal House."
Raze, "Break For Love."
TbirdWOtld, "Now ThatWe9ve Found Love.'
Gil Scott Heroe, ·~e_Bottle.9'

.

Many artists have remained true to the link .
. with rap and hip hop. Both Lisa Lisa and Cult
Jam and Full Force have been most successful
when they 'have "stayed in the. street," mixing
the two genres together. The Latin Rascals have .
leaned heavily on this unique mix, especially
in their remix of "Mandolay." Joyce Sims' '~n
9N All," the hands-down choice for Tour .Of
The Twelve Inch Freestyle Jam OfThe Decade,
was produced by Mantronik, whose rap albums with MC Tee were classics in their own
right. And of course, the Soul Sonic force's
"Planet Rock" was written, conceived and
mixed by the hip hop master Afrika Baambaataa.
Below are the Tour OfThe Twelve Inch picks
for Freestyle Supremacy, with some very significant and memorable others listed afterward.
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Manuel.GottSching, ·~E2E4.
Frankie Goes lb Hollywood, "Rage Hard.":
Change, The Glow Of Love.
.
Touch, Withour'You."
Marshall Jefferson, "Move Your Body...'
Adonis, "No Way Back."

_.

Joyce Sims: '~ •••" the. way to Freestyle
Jam of the Decade.

FREESTYLE SUPREMACY-THE TOP 15
1. Joyce Sims, '~l ~N All." ,
2. Mann Parrish, '·Hip Hop Be Bop.9'
3. Soul Sonic Force "Planet Rock: 9
4. Dominatrix, "Dominatrix Sleeps Tonight."
S. Shannon, "Let The Music Play"/
"Give Me Tonight. "
6. -Alisha, '~11 ~ight Passion."
.7. Karen Youftg;-~.ff6t--.Shet~,--,_·
I ·g.Wish,~ouchMe:' .
9. Information Society, "Running."
10. Jellybean, "Dancing on the Fire."
II. Nocera, "Summertime, Summertime."
12. Xena, " On The Upside."
13. Modem Romance, "Salsa Rhapsody."
14. Latin Rascals, "Mandolay.'
IS. Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam,
". . .Take You Home."
SIGNIFICANT OTHERS
Hanson and Davis, "Hungry For Your Love."
George Kranz, "Din Daa Daa.'
John.Rocca, "I Want It To Be Real."
Freeez, "A.E.I.O.U."/"Pop Goes MY Love."
Nuance, "Loverside.'
C-Bank, "One More Shot."
Cover Girls, "Show Me."
Giggles, "Love Letters."
Latin Rascals, "Macho Mozart."
TKA, "One Way Love'Y''Come.Get My Love."
Expose, "Point Of No Return ."
'T. A B~e_e~
,_ Ii na B"Honey.J.(L_.
~_ .. __
Sa-fire, "Don't Break My Heart."
Connie, "Funky Little Beat."
Debbie Deb, '·\Yben I Hear Music. '9
Judy Tones. "No Reason To Cry,"
The Voice In Fashion, "Only In The Night~
Paul Parker, "One Look.
!
Leather and Lace.; "Rock Me Shake Me. ,.
Yaz, "Don't~~'rSituation.,.
Klein and MBO, "Dirty Talk....
Hashim, ~'We9re Rocking The PI~t."
Willie Colon. "Set Fire To Me....
Warp 9, "Nunk.9'
Five Star, "Let Me Be The One."
-+-_
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Jamie Principle, .Baby Likes To Ride."
Gwen Guthrie, Padlock.
and Santomo, "The Sound
To
The Beat."
Rythinl Is Rythim, "Strings Of Life."
Todd Th~ "Bando."
Krafiwerk, "Nummern'Y'Trans Europe Express.
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8. ERIC MASTERS (TO LIVE AND DIE IN L.A.), Willem Dafoe.
Eric Masters was a white collar criminal with a serious attitude problem. He was a
counterfeiter that killed anyone who he thought wasn't being straight with him. He really
hated cops. As a matter of fact, he was paranoid of them. Masters would kill potential buyers
because they couldn't pass his "I'm not a cop" test. He was a counterfeiter who took his ..
work seriously. He would plan out each deal to the utmost detail and would work long hard
hours painstakingly drawing and printing phony money. Masters was, in essence, an artist
gone corrupt and paranoid of the police. His paranoia and uncontrollable temper became his
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(Continued from Page 87)
cast in dark shadows because of his protruding cranium and thick bushy eyebrows. His
expressions were always distasteful and cold. He even had the nerve to stand by and watch a
with a twisted smile on his face as he fed Bond's American CIA counterpart. Felix Lighter.
to the sharks. He then wrapped Lighter's mutilated body up and sent him home to his wife.
Davi also added a dimension to Bond that we really had not seen before: ruthlessness fueled
by evil thoughts, desires and revenge. Bond was on a mission of revenge. His anger was
fueled by Sanchez's blatant disregard for life and his determination to kill.
9. JOHN RYDER (THE HITCHER). Rutger Hauer.
Here's another guy' who is made to playa bad guy. His Roy Batty character in BLADER UN·
NER added depth and direction to the film and in THE HITCHER, he added so much to the
movie that he became the movie. John Ryder demonstrated why you should never pick up
a hitchhiker, no matter what the circumstances. Ryder was a certified nut-case, not like the
Joker who did bad things to amuse himself, but rather like a psychological killer who killed
for the mere fact of killing. He preyed on the wills and emotions of unsuspecting people
and broke them down via his wierd mood swings, blank facial expressions and outrageous
behavior that made him more terrifying than the Joker because his actions appeared calculated
and intentional. From the beginning of the movie. it was obvious that Ryder was crazy and
as the movie progressed, he proceeded to make C. Thomas Howell's life a nightmare. He
pushed Howell to the breaking point, literally transforming him from a normal human being
to a mirror image of the madman that Ryder was. Hauer made you hate this character and
cheer for Howell's character, who became nothing more than another John Ryder bent
the destruction of Hauer's character. Hauer was a cerebral madman who could have destroyed
everyone had he not pushed Howell's character over the edge.
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got the .sense that he was genuinely sorry for wht he did. This, combined with the fact that
Close literally transformed into a psycho-killer before our eyes, made Alex Forrest one of
the best bad guys to come along during that entire year.

7. ALEX FORREST (FATAL A7TRACTION) Glenn Close.
/
She was ..the other woman," the woman that supposedly offered a good time to restless
husbands. There were no strings attached. She was the woman that all wives fear and despise.
She was a seducer a user, an abuser and she became obsessed, thanks to a so calledrgood
husband's moment of weakness." FATAL A7TRACTION played our a scenario that a lot of
couples can identify with. It was a situation in which the husband has this wild fling with
a sexy mistress while his wife is away visiting her mother. The husband must then break
thin!?s off when the wife returns, but the mistress doesn't seem to want to go along with
that Idea. You start to feel sorry for the other woman, because now she is being bamboozled
by the husband, who is trying every trick in the book to tryand get rid of her. But then
something happens, and the mistress starts to lose the good graces of the movie audience as
she refuses to let go. She becomes a constant problem that simply will not leaver her lover
alone. She becomes a leech, a spy and a "buttinski." Glenn Close played the other woman
to the hilt. She actually had you feeling sorry for husband Michael Douglas because you
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2: WULFGAR (NIGHTHAWKS), Rutger Hauer.
Wulfgar is Rutger Hauer's most complete villain portrayal. It is also the character that
. made Hollywood stand up and take note of his talent of bringing bad guys to the screen.
Wulfg.ar .was a. terrorist who could not be stopped. He was a master at instilling fear and that
was his Job, hIS creed and his religion. The same could not be said about the two New York
City cops assigned to bring Wulfgar in, Sylvester Stallone and Billy Dee Williams. They
were the Batman and Robin of the City's Decoy Division. They took all the jobs that no one
wanted to do and loved it. Deek DeSilva (Stallone) and Matthew Fox (Williams) worked
so well with Hauer that the result was one of the most intense crime dramas of the decade.
Wulfgar wa: cool. ~othing fazed him: He was a thinker who planned every job out to the
utmost detail. You .ml?h~ even say that Hans Gruber. was a close likeness ofWulfgar, Wulfgar __ .
was a ~~n wh? ~Idn t like to lose~ and when DeSilva and Fox thwarted his plans he went
on a sU.lclde ~Isslon of. revenge against both of them. Wulfgar slowly begins to lose his grip
on realIty.~ hIS obsession to destroy DeSilva and Fox grows. What we actually saw was the .
transfo~atlOn of a competent madman into an unpredictable psycho killer that would not
allow himself to be stopped until his enemies were crushed. Hauer handled this transformation
so well ~hat we sensed the evil in him andwe yearned for him to be destroyed. Hauer made
the. movie. He was the catalyst that made De Silva and Fox so good. He made us understand
the t.w,0 heroes while clouding our impression of the-character that he was. portraying. By .
movie ~ end".the Wulf~ar we thought we knew was transformed into something different,
something evil, something that Stallone had to-nestroy with great urgency.
. '1.

UARTIlVAUER7EMPlRE STRTESBACKrRETURN'OFT"£JEDl)~lames··F:att:Jones··

(voice). David Powers (actor). .
Darth Vader was the ultimate villain. He was the most complete villain. Without him. the
STAR WARS saga could not have been as great as it was. Vader was evil personified. His
purpose was to control order throughout the empire by any means necessary and hunt down
the n:bels. and crush them before they can wage an attack against the empire. He was also
a Jedi Knight, a slave to the Emperor and the dark side of the Force. He knew his son Luke
would come for him. He knew he would have to confront him and knew that he couldn't
run the risk of letting emotions get in the way. Vader is everything that people hold evil. In
THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK, Vader went on a killing spree. He killed his admirals at will
for the most minute mistakes. He separated two lovers (Han and Leia) in such a cold and
. callous way that you wondered what type of man could be hiding behind that mask of black
~or.. breathing forbodingly. and making his presence forever known. He was a liar. He
twisted the truth to suit his own means and made bargains he knew he had no intention' of
keeping. His power was great. He had physical strength plus the ability to use the Force.
Darth Vade~. looked d.o~n·on ~ople because he knew they could not stand up against him.
'He had audiences waitmg for him to be destroyed. Vader had no streaks ofgood in him. He
was a monster twisted and evil to the core. He was also the only villain to set more and
. .e
more menacing with each passing installment.
.... §.~.there!t .is;-~~~ ~.op.}~ -"iI~!..~.Jro!!! t~e last 10 years. Those may not be your favorites,
but after exa~mmg all the facts on what it takes to be an effectlve-badguy~· you'Ilagree
that these choices are truly the best of the lot.

-

5.GORDON-GEKKO (~ STREET). Micbael Douglas
.--- .'
. . ' .. ..
"When I find out who leaked this information, I'm going to rip out his eyes and suck his
fucking skull!" "Greed,.' for lack of a better word. is good." Those twisted phrases were
utteredby Gordon.Gckkoc..asclf-centcrcd, two-bit corporate pirate who would ::sell (his)
own mother to make a deal." Gekko used every trick in the book to get people to do what
he w~nted; He'd ~ine and dine them', lie to them. make them feel guilty, boost their egos,
~ythmg to get hIS own way and make a buck. He would ruin your life and not even give
It a second. thought because to Gordon Gekko business is business, even if it means sacrificing
someone likeBud Fox (Charlie Sheen) or BlueStar Airlines, a family run business since its
inception. Douglas won an Academy Award for his portrayal of this corporate Frankenstein.
and rightfully so. Gordon Gekko was the ·Darth Vader of Wall Street, and Douglas showed
us an ugly side of big business that' many of know exist, but none of us want to acknowledge.

4. THE TERMINATOR (THE TERMINATOR),·Arnold Schwartzenegger.
He appeared in the present in one binding flash of light. He was in the nude, ,he stood
tall. looked mean and said not a word. A group of hoods rolled up on him and began to
harass him. He ordered them, in one low monotone voice. to give him their clothes. They
rcfu~ed and he ripped their hearts out. From that moment on, this bad guy just got badder.
He was half robot/half human cyborg from 'the future; programmed and sent to 1984 to
destroy Sarah Conner. a' not so heroic-looking female whose son became the key to survival'
in a post-nuclear war Los Angeles. The Terminator is ruthless in every sense of the word:it
cannot be reasoned with.. it cannot be bargained .with, it simply cannot and will riot stop·
until its mission is completed. The only way to stop it is to destroy it. and even then, who
knows? Schwartzcncgger plays this character with great conviction. He was an excellent
choice for the' part because of his mannerisms and huge sturdy build. That the Terminator
didn't say much was also a plus. He spoke with his fists. machine ~ns and an arrogant
attitude. Surprisingly. Schwartzeneggcr was ori.~ir.al!y 1,:~Sl' in the role of Reese. the good
guy played ·by Michael Beihn. Its a good ·thi::~ director JamesCammeron was able to
~ tailor made for him.
convince him to play the villain The part
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6. HANS GRUBER (DIE HARD), Alan: Rickman.
At first there appeared to be nothing very complex about Hans Gruber. He was a smooth,
very w~I1-educated thief who spoke. wit~ ~ foreign accent. When Hans' and a group of 11
men seized control of the Nakatomi Building, Bruce Willis' character John McClain is
put to the test. How is one off duty copy from New York going to save himself and' 30
hostag~s from a .bunch of high priced ·.thieves with automatic weapons and enough plastic
explosives t? ?r,t'lt ~mold Schwarzenegger? Gruber is the perfect example of a villain making.
th~ hero. WIllis entire appeal and char~cter.stems from his relationship (or non-relationship)
With Gruber..Ha~s Gruber was a strategic t~lOk~r; he was a villain who measured each angle,
took everything mto account and left nothing to chance. Right away, Gruber hates McClain
because he ~presents someth.ing that he managed to overlook. The two men waged a one-on~.n~ war agam~t each other WIth McClain l.eadin~ all ~is men around the 40 story skyscraper,
killing them one by one and Gruber tauntmg McClam by manipulating the police, FBl and
~he hostages in~o doing his bidding. In one of the most ironic and tense scenes to come along
m years McClam, who has never seen Gruber before he comes across his nemesis by accident.
The scene i$. a tanse and riveting one and boiled to a head when McClain realizes who Gruber
is. But is too late? He has already given Gruber a gun and a means for him to destroy McClain.
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3. TONY MONTANA (SCARFACE), AI Pacino.
What can be said about this bad guy? SCARFACE became the epitome of what it means
tobe a drug czar living in the United States. SCARFACE showed how one man came from
Cuba with nothing and slowly rose through the ranks to the head of an empire. He had
everything, and 'yet he had nothing. He did not care who he stepped on or who he killed.
He dispensed death and destruction at will, then retreated to a big box of cocaine in which
to drown his sorrows. The money and power allowed him to buy all sorts of people and it
made him feel like a god. He was a paranoid god, though, a god who was always conscious
of who might try to kill him today and take his place much in the same manner that he rose
to the top. He had to get higher in order to secure a stonghold on everyone, and that meant
taking out the 'Only man who was higher then him, Mr. Socissa. ButSocissa told Montana
when he handed him his American drug cartel not to Screw him over, and when he failed to
kiIla diplomat that could damage Socissa's image so Socissa hadMontana killed to demonstrate
to everyone that he, not Tony Montana, was in charge. That Montana's life was ca:st in ruin
and death could,n't have come at a more opportune time for this paranoid Columbian drug
czar,
who wasa .slaveto·bisdiugsjilst .
as. much
as the ad4ic~
'that. used .it were.
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in California. SwiUinger is a very en- .
thusiastic coach who loves to reinforce .
the fast break and pressure defense.
Rankis says on the upcoming sea-: ~
son, "We need as a team to be more
(Continued/rom Page 8/6)
patient on offense, to cut down on turDerrick Griffin. A 5'6" transfer stu- novers and playa physical game that ~
dent from College of Staten Island ~ - we dictate what we do on the court .
His strengths are pushing the ball up rather than react to what's going on
the court and his exceptional outside ... we have a realistic shot at winning
'
shot. He still needs defensive work al- the CUNY Conference."
though is willing to sacrifice his body
As far as the CUNY Conference
to take the charging call more than goes, defending champs CSI won't be
anyone.
as strong as last season because big
Marc Roberts. Roberts is a good ball center Rob Roesch and 'downtown"handler and is very good in the open specialist James Long have graduated. _
court.
.
Lehman lost their starting center;
Chris Brown. A 6'4" freshman from Hunter lost their starting center and
Jamaica High School, Brown will be point guard, but with good recruiting
will be tough, as will be CCNY. John
the backup center.
Lee Williams. Williams is a bright Jay, York and Medgar Evers make up
player. He is a very hard worker and the rest of the CUNY Conference.
very good defensively. His weakness They are traditionally weak teams but
is that he's thin, very thin. toothpick' are anticipating stronger seasons.
thin. So think that Rankis says, "he
The 1989-90 season officially opens
has to run around in the shower to get on Friday Nov. 17, 1989 with a home
wet."
game versus St. Joseph's of PatchAnother new member of the team ouge. The game is at 7:30 p.m. at
is assistant coach Rick Swillinger. He Xavier High School, 30 West 16th
replaces Al Ford. Swillinger was previ- Street, between 5th and 6th Avenues.
ously a head coach at Humanities high
The major highlight of the upcoming
school for three years and spent season will be a trip to Florida during
another three years coaching Lenox January to play two tough teams.
high school. Last year Swillinger was
As for teams in New York, Baruch
a graduate assistant at Humboldt State has its work cut out for them.

HOME GAMES
By MICKEY KRAMER

Men's Basketball

The Rangers have caught the injury
bug a little sooner than usual.
Carey WIlson, David Shaw and
Chris Ni~ 'will be sorely missed.
Nilan, in fact, as one of the most
talented "pure goons' in the NHL,
might be the Broadway Blues' biggest
loss.
John Ogrodnic:k, last season's forgotten man, has been going e.retty well
--in the early going.
I think he's been afflicted with a
severe case of "Opitonyearitis."

,'Nov. 17 vs. St. Joseph's
NQ~

24 vs. Bates

" Noi 27 vs. Old Westbury

Dec. 8 vs. Staten Island

Women's Basketball
Nov.' 19 vs. College of New

Rochelle

It's a disease that affects most
athletes when they are in the last year
of their contracts. They play with just
a little more-as in more money-incentive.
Sam Perlozzo was a terrific third.
base coach.
The Met front office made a dumb,

Dec. 14 vs. John Jay
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one of the wackiest players to have
Shirley, starring for the Orlando
evern donned a Major League uni-_ Juice, threw six perfect innings before
form. He walked out on the Montreal Len Randle would slap a single leading
Expos in protest of the release of team- off the seventh for the St. Petersburg
mate Rodney Scott. he was blackballed Pelicans.
out of baseball and never pitched in
The Senior Professional Baseball
Johnny 0: Playing super boc~
the big leagues again. Lots .of funny League: baseball year round; like it
and f1akey baseball anecdotes. When outa be.
..~~~~~~=~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~=~~~~~
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Steinbrenner-like move.
asked if his former Red Sox teammates
Larry Legend is back-And the Celts had a problem with marijuana, Lee
are going with Reggie Lewis, Dennis quipped, "Hen D9. How could they?
Johnson and Mr. 'McHale in their sec- 'I've been using the stuff since 1968,
ond unit., Not too shabby, but the -and,l'veneverhadaprOblemwithit."
Knicks" younger legs. will prevail in , Big ~wis TDIman is-going to make
the end.
some big plays for the Giants before
If Tyson ever gets his fists on the year is out.O.J. and Tillman are"
J:lolyfield, it'll be a messy affair. Evan- developing into. a tough one-two
der "The Real Deal" would be better crunch in the backfield.
off meeting Mojire Hall in' a "Let's
WOO· would've thOugfit that in early
Make a Deal" showdown. .
November, I'd be glued to my seat with
Recommended Reading:
the hopes witnessing a Bob Sbidey
The Wrong Stuff; by Bill "Space- perfect game?
man" Lee and Dick ~11y. Lee was

When asked if his former Red Sox teammates had a problem
with, marijuana, "Spaceman" Lee quipped, "Bell no. How
could they? I've been using the stuffsince 1968, and I've never
had a problem with it. '-'
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-. By-.KEVIN DAMES. - - - " Ijams".AbseJ1C.e-,,"Hin"S1)n~a.s~Q.ne_9f t~9
Once again, transition- is- the key Nets -to appear in -aU .82.games last
term being thrown around the National season, and is a strong rebounder and
Basketball Association in this, its 44th shot-blocker. The other two returning
season. Transition' is reflected in the .forwards are Chris Morris and Charles
addition of two new franchises (the Shackeford. "The Shack" saw limited
Orlando Magic and the MinnesotaTim- light last season, and the prevailing
berwolves) and the restructuring of all opinion was that he should have refour divisions to reflect that change;' it mained at N.C. State for his senior
is reflected in scores of players shut- year instead of declaring hardship. The
ding to and from the European and 6'10" forward comes into the season
Soviet countried; and it is reflected in in good shape.. though, and should be
more than one-third of the league's the beneficiary of Fitch's lessons. Morplayers wearing new uniforms.
ris showed a lot of potential last seaThis transition is prevalent on-the son, exhibiting moments of sheer oflocal level as well. Both the Knicks fensive brilliance. He does have a lot
and the Nets have new faces, newap- of work to do in order to become a
proaches and new, albeit different, complete ballplayer, especially in the
problems. The Knicks, fresh off their defensive and mental areas. Again,
first Atlantic Division title since the Fitch's reputation as a teacher should
1973 championship team, will face the help here. The other forwards are
reality that no one will take them rookie Stanley Brundy (from DePaul)
lightly anymore. The Nets, coming off and Purvis Short (from Houston). It is
a season in which they did not appear hoped that Short, an II-year veteran,
in post-season play for the third will stabilize the clubhouse.
straight season, have six new faces to
The guards will be the barometer of
integrate and respectibility to gain.
the team. The Nets finished last in total
Both teams enter the season WIth assists and eighth in turnovers. It" is
new head coaches. Bill Fitch brings hoped Dennis Hopson will fulfill the
his disciplinarian reputation and over promise he entered the league with two
700 career wins to New Jersey, trying years ago. this former "can't missto generate more offense than the 104 must score like the Nets think he can't.
points per game the Nets averaged-last Mookei Blaylock. acquired via a firstyear. Firth inherits a team that will be round pick that was a part oftbe Wit.:
without Buck Williams. who was Iiams deal, enters the league being the
traded last june to Portland. In 'his only player in NCAA history to have
place, the Nets will count on Sam two consecutive 2~ist, tOO-steal
Bowie. he of ~ e.Yer:-fragjle legs. The season~. Between h~~ a!KI. ~~r" C~_
trade is a huge gamble; for Bowie has ~r (the·other Net to ~ in all 82
played only 24 games ~ the past three games last season). the nets hope their
seasons. ~dditi~ly. the trade is risk~ playmaking problems wi.1I be solved.
because the other center, Joe Barry C8r- The other guards are- rookiesJayTayIor
roll, has a rePutation for a bad ~~~ (East Illi.OOis) and Jaren .Jackson
and is also 'recovering from mjunes (Georgesown), and four-year veteran
suffered last se8SO\'. A positive sign is Rick Carl~le.
.
The Knicks enter the season with a
that Bowie "has gone ~gh the preseason wi~t in~.
new coach as w~lIrS~ 1~ ~es
Even WI~ ~lIhams. gone. the for- o~~ for the opportuntstlC RICk
wards remam the Nets strength. Roy Pifino. who chose to try and lead ~
Hinson ~Id 'be moveetto his~prefer- tueky - ~ <>! its JftlJek·.and
red position. PQWeI' forwanI; .m Wil- Jackson Inherits a team thattsexpeeted

:nrirt.·

,

....

to reach basketball's summit, the NBA ond-leading scorer. he should play well
Finals, HiS. most important~ taSk..~- agaln-.. buthe ~in haveaproJijemw1!en-' though, will be keeping the team-and he gets posted up on 'defense. Kenny
himself-from succumbing to such ex- Walker has found his niche as defenpectations. while opting to fill or cover sive specialist; his offense must pick
some of the Knicks' glaring holes.
up, though, in light of the team's adopThe one area New York probably tion of a more half-court-orientedofwon't have to worry about is the fense. Charles Oakley's job as reboun.backcourt. The Knicks enter this cam- der and enforcer will be more difficult
paign well-guarded with the presence with Boston's Larry Bird returning and
of Made Jackson, Rod Strickland and the arrival of Rick Mahom in PhiladelGerald Wilkins. Jaconson is just getting phia. his rebounding (10.5 per game
"The Shack"·
his wind and legs back after his first last season) will get better, and hopeThe much improved
summer without basketball since child- fully his offense will improve. rookie
hood. Strickland returns one yearsmar- Brian quinnett (from Washington
Charles Shackleford
ter, having the additional security that State) rounds out the forward corps.
teams covet.him after filling in capably
for Jackson during the latter's knee injury. Wilkins may become a superstar.
Additionally. including Butler on the
roster will eventually cost Pete Meyers
a spot on the squad.
Both theKnicks and Nets should
fare better than last year, if for no other
reason than Miami is now in the divi~
sion and orlando is in the conference.
J:!
the Nets must concentrate on keeping
.~
the ball and keeping Joe Barry Carroll
happy in the pivot. It will be better to
The brightest spot:
let Blaylock 'come off the bench at
Roy Hinson
first, thus shielding bim from pressure
and allowing him to see the whole
game first before trying to control it.
(Kiki Vandew~ begins the season Look for Moms to continue to imKnicks' Door general on injured reserve.)
prove, and Hinson. if'healthy, to star.
and ~g.~t~
Knick fails ~ivate when '"the pivot"
For the Knieks, succeess brings
Mark Jackson.
is mentioned. as that is where Patrick larger problems. They rmiSt nOt let
•
Ewing calls home. Ewiitg anived last themselves be influenced by charn.,
' . ,_
.'
yean dominating during the last half pionship talk. as it is not. assured that
be came into camp-in me'beSt s1iape
the regular season like few thOught' they WIll repeat as divisicM' chamPs.
of his. life. and early indicationS are be ooukl.. Even thouglr his play-offs 80th Boston and Philadelphia ~ im~ he bas brought'~ aD ~~proY~ were a bit di~inti~g. Ewing still proved, and you can bet the Sixers
]ulnpet1incl -haIMIIe r·With4,~. 'IRRt-. 'had a' gn:at season. Wrtb-Ak.eeln Olaju- haven't: forgolten
the
KAicks' .
1bc~ ~ the t~,its ~Y, eoasis- won indefinitely slowed by phlebitis. sophmoric sweeping of the Spectrum
tent outsIde _tbJeat and a much.:.needed Ewiiag may be the league·s bestcenter. flOor after their first-round victory~ Adexpe~ .off'dIe ~.
. . TIre key here is an improved passing ditionally. the Knicks do not shoot well
. The fOrwards·are:· a solid. if unspec-. game. which makes his game that from the perimeter aDd have a rela- ~ut~.,~~~"J~~wman-f~gh,much" better. 1be problem is 1bat tively s~ team•.both big ,minuses
off ~ ' _ ~widg
real ~~ Q.p:a~JtIcr for a team trying to adapt, to a balclabout·whether he ~ pIay~ ~ is iD.q:Jt at-best. while Eddie Lee Wil- coart game. FmallY. if EWing gets in~' his- ~O.~· Kiki-V~" /.. ~ 'kiDs'is too ~-doesD't'plSS.cIoCs.it - juIed. ~,wiII WI . . . . . . . '
finish last season.as. the Kmcb': sec- teboQnd- well aRd Ga DOt MOck" ' ofcaadS blbe'~'M" lart BO;s.
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Wins Second
Consecutive
Cuny Championship
By STEVEN SCHEER
It's no secret, the 1988 women's tennis team went undefeated, won two
New york championships and was
named as Baruch College's "Team of
the Year" at Baruch's Athletic Department Luncheon last May.
Trying to repeat without a few
graduating players, a tougher schedule
and an inconsistent team attendance
wise would be very difficult. Going
into the season, the team was for the
most part, pessimistic.
""
The most difficult part was getting
the players to the _matches. Conflicts
with classes prevented the whole team
from showing up at one time.
However. the team did finish at a
respectable 8-5
record. beating

Ramapo, LIU. CCNY. Sarah Lawrence. Staten Island. Molloy. Yeshiva
and Mount St. Vincent. Their losses
were to St. Francis, Manhattan College, Hohn Jay, SUNY-Purchase and
Hunter.
There was still more tennis to be
played at the Hudson Valley Toumements--both of which were won by
Baruch in 1988~
On Nov. 21, 1989 the Hudson Valley
Tournament was played at SUNY-Purchase on a very cold day. The whole
team was there, for a change. but
Baruch remained pessimistic about
their chances. What they eventually found out was that the other schools
weren't so good either.

. Before the season started. Coach
~ Hudson Val.leyToumament was. _
'a4just wen..' OR·
Bill Eng said that be feJt Baruch had the thlr9~~lvcda)'.~~~h.
_~.J'~MDter C08Chsbe' continued "He'
a chance at winning the Hudson Valley had to pl~y. But,. even after a draining was 'ex~y obnOXioUS. '. ': ~ kePt championship if the whole team Saturday, the ladIeS knew lhattbey had on talking 3Dd getting -00 our -eS
showed up. His prophecy came true to play againthenext dayat. __ ~ on·purpose.;Undaandl wanted~t
as Baruch mopped up everybody. Ann tiona} Tennis Center; i~Ausliing}or-·:bim." .- Daniels. Catherine Assimacopoulos, the City University of Ne\v-;;'York':~·.·' . -;';.Karen Cohan and Sue Brooksiplaying (CUNY) Tournament. ReminiscCntof
,:,>,,~,: ' : : : - "
in her first match, all won their re- a year ago. it .was very wi~-witb .'We.
jJIt,i.jett.•~ specitve titles. Orapin Loesvidhya and SOfIlC periods of rain.
-.~ - . : .. _-..
_
.-- -- ._.. -.~:., .c.:_-'~<:<_:.'
Elizabeth Lejtman weren't as. fortu~-again ~I went asplarined
So we didn~ ';',J;.~'
nate. as they were beaten. Lejtmen's Daniels,
Assunacopoloos.· Loes- ~ - •. .
opponent, _ from Sarah Lawrence, vidhya. Cohen andBi'ooks all,-took·
seemed to bother her as she "wasn't first place -honOrs.ir:a- their respective --.,;..EIizabetb
~-(.t)Il
that nice."
.
rankings. The. number six seed, FeliCia
In the doubles matches, the pairs of Harper, lost in the finals in a toughher CUNY doubles defeat) -Loesvidhya/Brooka.and Cohen/Linda three game match. .
Chowon their-matches. The combinaThe numbers one and 'twodoubles
lion of Daniels!Assimacopolous didn't teams also -came up winners. The
get off the game as it was late and number three pair of Cho/Lejtman
Baruch had already had enough points could have won, but didn't. Usually,
But, when it was-all said-and done
for the championship.
a weaker player is paired with a Baruch had
its seconc:konsecuri~.
A .nice s~se was ~ presence?f stro~er.pIaYel:Both ChO and Lejtman CUNY OJampioDShip, to _&0 aI<mg
Jackie Secaira, ~ast year.s t~captam ~ 111.tt.c: Vi~ category. due ~ lack with their second sttaight Hudso~VaIwho graduated -m May. Secaira added or expen~, but atIliost won;-lfnot 'Jey' ctiartIpiORslri.' 1f'tbWteeps up, .....
a lot of support and cheered the ream
an anno~ng Hunter CoUegecoach:. Baruch CoJ1eBewill have to splurge
on, even though she nearly froze to Lejtman .said, &'We never p1ayedto---~fQtaDew trophy case.
-.
death.
- -.
-- . - -

.-< -

.' _

never

_

as

well:'".-:'.

Leitulari'-

won

for:
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RAYRANKIS
Leads B-Ball Troops
Into -Battle
By STEVEN SCHEER

....

"

An above .500 season. a fourth
place fminsh in the CUNY Conference, and an ECAC post season tournament bid. What more can you ask for
in a team that had it's best season in
years.
Coach Ray Rankis is happy about
his team's performance last year and
is hoping to improve on it and finish
in the top third of the CUNY Conference, as seven players are returning to
go along with the five new players.
Below is a player by player preview
for the 1989-90 Men'sBasketball Team
which begins on November 17, 1989.
Returning Starters
Tyrone Greaves. Greaves was
Baruch's leading scorer last season, averaging almost 21 points a game. he
was named to the first team all-CUNY.
Greaves has the capabilities to take
control with his good ball handling and
outside shooting.
Sean Jones. Jones is a premier defensive player as he had 34 steals and
20 blocked shots. He was also
Baruch's second leading rebounder last
season despite only being 6'2". Rankis
says, "Sean exudes quiet leadership:'
Cecillio Freeman. Frecmand was
second on the team in steals and second
in assists last season as he started 17
out of the 28 games. the team is expecting bigger and.better things from him.
"Free's" major weakness is. that he
Jacks consistency. .
Michael Reid. In his freshman season, Reid was a first team All-CUNY

Rookie as a center and led all Baruch
starters with a field goal percentage of
53.
Returning Subs
Sandy Varellas. First player off the
bench. Varellas shot 54 percent from
the floor and averaged nine points per "
game as the sixth man. He lends a
calm and solid play to the unit that is
on the court.
Victor Milukas . Milukas is a good
passer and team player but needs to
work on his 15 foot jump shot.
Andy Agard. Agard has vastly improved over the summer. His strengths
are hitting the open shot and always
knowing his assignment on the court.
New Starter
Chuck Daniel. A 6'3" forward who
loved to rebound. Daniel plays a physical game. Rankis describes him-as a
clone to New York Knicks forward
Charles Oakley. "He's built like Oakley
and plays like Oakley." Certainly. a
compliment.
New Subs
Isaac Reagan. A freshman from
Brooklyn Tech who is anoutstandirrg
offensive player. At the moment he is
playing tentatively as he learns the systern. Reagan still needs a good amount
of defensive work and Rankis expects
him to be a great CUNY player by the
middle of his sophomore year, but only
if he works at it.
(See page 8/4)

Coach Ray

Rcmkis gives plays to _his .troops.

